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SUMMARY 

We discuss the problem of the operatoria) ordering within the 

framework of its applications to quantum optics. 

We devote particular attention to the algebraic ordering 

techniques, which, in many cases, may be a useful alternative to the 

Feynman-Dyson expansion. The method is then applied to a variety of 

physics problems, including the evolution of coherent states, the 

interaction of two and three level systems with radiation, the 

parametric amplifier, etc. 

Even though the method is mainly devoted to quantum dynamics, we 

demonstrate its usefulness to treat classical problems as the 

paraxial propagation of light beams in Iens-like media and the pulse 

propagation in Free Electron Lasers. 

Finally the paper contains as useful references a number of simple 

disentanglement theorems of the BCH-type. 

RIASSUNTO 

In questo lavoro discutiamo il problema dell'ordinamento temporale 

nell'ambito delle applicazioni all'ottica quantistica. 

Si presenterà particolare attenzione alle tecniche di ordinamento 

algebriche, che in molti casi, rappresentano una utile alternativa 

all'espansione di Feynman-Dyson. It metodo viene applicato ad un 

certo numero di problemi fisici, come ad esempio, l'evoluzione di 

stati coerenti, l'interazione di sistemi a due e tre livelli 

interagenti con radiazione elettromagnetica, amplificatori 

parametric! etc. 

Sebbene il metodo sia stato sviluppati nell'ambito di problemi 

quantistici viene discussa la sua utilità per problemi classici come 

la propagazione parassiale o l'evoluzione degfi impulse nel FEL. 

Infine il lavoro contiene un formulario relativo ad un certo 

numero di teoremi di disaccoppiamento del tipo BCH. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The foundations ot what is now recognized as the modern quantum 

mechanics trace back to 1925, when Heisenberg conceived the idea of 

representing physical quantities by sets of time-depenoent complex 

"numbers" 1>2. 

The mathematical apparatus underlying this idea was net new. Born, 

indeed, recognized it as the 'matrix calculus" known co the mathema-

ticians since the publication of the Cayley paper in 1858 ". 

Few months later, at the beginning of 1926, Schrodr.ng^r published 
A 

the first of his hystoric papers , and he showed that the rule of 

quantisation can be replaced by the natural requirement for the finet-

ness and single valueoness of a certain space function. Later he 

published a further note , containing the time-dependent wave equation 

and perturbation theory as well as various applications of the newly 
c 

discovered method. In the meantime he had also discovered that the 

Heisenberg's matrix calculus and hip own formalism are mathematically 

equivalent. 

This last point was further and definitively clan tied by? 

Von Neumann , who pointed out that quantum mechanics can be formalized 

as a calculus of Hermitian operators in Hilbert spaces and that the 

theories of Heisenberg and Schrodinger ire nothing but that particular 

representations of this calculus. 

We briefly recall in a more technical language that Heisenberg 

made use of the sequence space I2, the set of all infinite sequences 

of complex numbers whose squared absolute values yield a finite sum, 

while Schrodinger made use of the space if2(-°», +») of all complex 

valued square-summable (Lebesgue) measurable functions. Since both 

I2 and if2 are infinite dimensional realisations of Lhe same abstract 

Hilbert space J? ai.d hence isomorphic and isometric to each other, 

there exists a one to one corrispondence between the wave functions of 
2 and the sequences of complex numbers of I2, as well as between 

Hermitian differential operators and Hermitian matrices. 

Although the complete understanding of the mathematical formalism 

of the non relativisti e quantum mechanics had been reached after 1930, 
0 

the essential completion was accomplished between 1925 and 1926 . 
The operatorial formulation of the quantum mechanics provides a 
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simple and compact mathematical language for the theory. The conceptual 

simplicity underlying this kind of formulation may be, however, hampered 

by the problems due to the non-comnutativity. 

As it is well known the algebra of the operators is not com

mutative, therefore the rules of calculus of the ordinary numbers 

(c-numbers) do not apply to the operators. Albeit the functions of a 

single operator obey the same rules of c-numbers, the functions of two 

or several operators, not commuting each other, are faced with the dif

ficulties that the simplest theorems of the algebra are lost. To give 

an example if À and B are two operators such that [À,B]=ÀB-BÀ#0, we 

cannot apply to the n-th power of the sum (À+B) the Newton theorem and 

therefore exp(A+B) is not equal to exp À exp B but to a more complicat

ed expression. In other words the difference between operators 

and c-numbers is that the order in which the operators are written down 

is significant while it is of no consequence for c-numbers. 

Many books have been devoted to introducing the pedestrians to 

the- mistery of the operatorial ordering, an excellent example is the 

Louisell's book where the subject is presented in a clear and rigorous 
q 

way . This review paper is therefore not specifically aimed to study 

the properties of the operators, but rather a well known by-product of 

the non-commutativity, i.e. the time-ordering. * 

We will present a rigorous analysis of the time-ordering tech

niques along the lines developed by Magnus , Fer , Wei and 
12 13 14 

Norman and Pechukas and Light after the Feynman formulation 

The techniques we will discuss offer in many cases practical ad

vantages with respect to the Feynman-Dyson method. They allow the exact 

solution of a number of time-dependent Schrodinger equations, within 

the framework of a unifying formalism. Since these methods are grounded 

on the group theory they may be exploited for many problems. Just to 

give some examples we quote 
a) the interaction of two and three-level systems with electromagnetic 

radiation, where the use of SU(2) and SU(3) groups has been 

proved crucial 
17 18 

b) parametric amplifiers and light propagation in lens-like media 

for which the non-compact SU(1,1) group has been usefully applied and 

so on. 
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The paper is intended as a nonography on time-ordering troubles 

and its application to physics problems. We will not present an ex

haustive analysis but, rather, we will keep the discussion at a level 

capable of displaying the potentiality and the flexibility of the pro

posed algebraic methods. 

Furthermore, to make the paper self-consistent, we have added some 

Appendices where we provide few elementary notions on the Lie algebras, 

a synoptic .table of the most frequently used ordered forms in optics 

and some considerations about perturbative methods when Hamiltonian 

operators non-linear combinations of the Lie-group generators are con

sidered. 

2. THE TIME-EVOLUTION OPERATOR 

In the Schrodinger picture the dynamical behavior of the wave 

function i|i(t) representing a quantum system is specified by the func

tional form of the time-evolution operator U(t,t ), according to the 

relation 

(2.1) M O = u(t,to)«Kto) . 

The time-dependent unitary operator 0(t,t ) is defined by the Schrodinger 

equation 

(2.2) i)i 3/8t U(t,to) = H(t) 0(t,to) 

with the initial condition 0(t ,t ) = 1, or equivalently by the integral 

equation 

(2.3) U(t,to) = i - j /f0H(t) 0(t,to)dT , 

H(t) being the Hamiltonian operator of the system. The time behavior is 

therefore explicitely contained in Eqs (2.2,3) whose solution can be 

preliminarly written as 
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(2.4) O(t,to) = {exp[- | S\ H(l) dt]}+ Ù(to,to) 

Which is a short notation to denote the infinite product of infinitesi

mal displacements of the form exp{- w H(t)dt}. The possibility that 

H(t) is an operator such that [H(t), H(t')] t 0 poses the problem of 

the time ordering, for the reasons briefly discussed in the preceding 

section. If otherwise [H(t), H(t*)] = 0 Ft,t' the time-qrdered product 

(2.4) immediately specialises into the familiar expression 

(2.5) 0(t,to) = exp{- j S[ H(T)dt} 

In the forthcoming subsection we will briefly discuss the Feynman-Dyson 

perturbative method proposed to deal with (2.4), when time-ordering 

problems arise, we also illustrate the intuitive graphical interpreta

tion of the method. 

2.1 The Feynman-Dyson formula 

Let us suppose that the Hamiltonian driving a quantum system takes 

the form 

(2.6) ft(t) = H(o)(t) + V(t) 

where H '(t) is the Hamiltonian of a Schrodinger equation whose solu

tion is known and $(t) is "small" compared to ÌT0J(t) and plays the 

role of a "perturbation operator". The evolution operator associated 

to the "unperturbed" Hamiltonian IP (t) satisfies the operator equa

tion 

(2.7) 

i* St fi(0)(t>to) = H
(0)(t) 0(o)(t,to) 

0<°>(t ,t ) = i 
o' o' 
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Since 0 (t,t ) is known, the evolution operator 0 describing the whole 

systea will be given by 

(2.8) U(t,to) = fi
(o)(t,to) Oj(t,to) 

where ÌL(t,t ) is the evolution operator in the interaction representa

tion, satisfying the equation 

(2.9) i* §£ Ojtt,^) = Hj(t) Oj(t,to), 0,(to,to)=I 

and HT(t) is the interaction Hamiltonian defined by the unitary trans-
(*) formation v ' 

(2.10) Hj(t) = U(.o)+(t,to) V(t) U(o)(t,to) 

As previously stated, 0,(t,t ) may be defined by an integral equation 

of the type (2.3) whose formal solution can be obtained by means of 

successive iterations. The operator 0T(t,t ) will be therefore ex

pressed as power series in H,(t), namely 

(2.11) 0T(t,t ) = 1 + 1 0,(n) (t,t ) 
1 0 n=l l ° 

where Oj (t,t ) is the integral operator 

(2.12) 0{n)(t,to) = (- j )
n / dtn dTn.j di! flj^) H ^ t O 

t > T > T , > Ti > t 
n n-i * o 

(*) (+ denotes the hermitian conjugate) 
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Accordingly one gets for the operator U(t,t ) the following expression 

(2.13) fi(t,t ) = U(o)(t,t ) + I 0(n)(t,t ) 
0 ° n=l ° 

where the n term l r n ' ( t , t ) explicitly reads 

U(n)(t,to) = (- j)
n J d̂ .-.dt! ^(t.^Vd^U^d^t^j)--

l>VVi > l» > to 

(2.14) 

• *(Vi)fl(o)(lW W ^o)(*2,u)Hxi)Hiut0) 

The physical meaning of (2.13) is transparent and is that of any 

"straightforward" series expansion, IT ' is the unperturbed term and 

trn^ the corresponding n-th order correction. Consequently, the wave 

function t|f(t) of the system can be written in the form 

(2.15) *(t) = i|>(o)(t) + I i|»(n)(t) 
n=l 

where 

(2.16) * ( n )(t) = O(n)(t,to) t(t0) 

is the correction of order n to the unperturbed wave function (i/o)(t)= 

=tì(o)(t,t0) *(t0)). 

The physical meaning of the successive terms appearing in the 

above expansion can be conveniently depicted by means of a graphical 

representation, which visualizes the gradual process of approximating 

the evolution of the system under the influence of the Hamiltonian H(t). 
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To sake the discussion of this point siapler let us consider a 

Haniltonian H(o^ 

the siaple for» 

Haniltonian H tine-independent; in this case the operator 0 takes 

(2.17) Ù(0)(t,to) = exp{ - j H
(o)-(t-to)} 

We further assune that iP0' possesses an orthonormal complete set of 

eigenfunctions |n> with eigenvalues E* . In the hypothesis that at the 
n *fol 

initial tine t the systen is in an eigenstate |n> of H , the unper-
O s \ 

turbed wave function ijr ( t ) writes 

,(o) E (o) 

(2.18) «|A0J(t) = exp{-iu> ( t - t )} |n>; u> = -5 -
n o n fi 

while the successive approximations spec ia l i se as 

* ( 1 ) ( t ) = I |m> (- J) /^dx{exp[- iu) m ( t - i ) ] Vm n(T) exp[- iu . n ( t - t o ) ]} 

(Vi i « f Xr " i u ,
m( t-^2) -iU»i,(X2-Xl) 

* U ) ( t ) =Z |m>Z(- J)2 / ' di 2 J * di i [e m V ( i 2 ) e k 

m k o o m,n 

i».(n-t0). 
• V k ) n ( „ ) e - - - J 

rni ,• « "iwk (t -x ) 
• W ( t ) =1 |m> I (- J ) n J d t . . . . d i i [e n n V m . ( t ) 

m Ir, Ir " n ™iK.._i n 
m k l ' " V l t>T„>... >T2>t, n l 

n -'• "o 

• iwk < V T n - l > n-l -iWki(X2-Xi) - i W n ( T l ' U 

(2.19) 
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vhere V (t) = <m|V|n> is the transition Matrix element from the state 
m,n 

|n> to the state |m>. 

The 0 order approximation ifc (t) corresponds to the physical 

situation in which the system crosses in time the perturbation region 

and is unaffected (Fig. la). In the higher order corrections the effect 

of the perturbation operator V(t) is taken into account, by allowing 

for possible transitions froa the initial state into intermediate 

states. 

The term between brackets in the expression relevant to the first 

order correction • (t) describes an "unperturbed" evolution of the 

system from the initial time t to the generic time X, represented 

by the phase factor exp{-iui (l-t )}; at time l the system, under the 

influence of the perturbation, makes a transition from the state |n> 

to an intermediate state |m>. Then, from I to t the evolution is again 

determined by H* as specified by the phase-factor exp{-iu> (t-l)} (for 

the graphical interpretation see Fig. lb) . Similarly the second 
(2) 

order correction i|> (t) is obtained by means of two transitions at the 

generic times Ti and I2 fron the initial state |n> to the virtual state 

|k> and fron the latter to |m> respectively. The "free" evolution 

between the two transitions occurs according to the unperturbed 

Hamiltonian ft (see Fig. lc). In general, the n order correc

tion accounts for the evolution of the system from t to t and from 

the states |n> to |n> through (n-1) virtual states |ki>,..,|k ,> (see 

Fig. Id). 

In spite of the simplicity and clarity of the diagrammatic inter

pretation of the various perturbative terms, the method we have de

scribed has revealed its practical disavantages. The calculation of 

the various corrections becomes increasingly complicated with higher 

orders, therefore the explicit calculus is usually limited to the 

lowest orders. 

(*) The sum over the states |m> and the integration over the time can 
be straightforwardly understood and do not require any comment. 

(**) The integration and the summation involve now the instants of the 
two transitions and all the intermediate states |k> and the basis 
vectors |m>, respectively. 
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FIg.l Graphical interpretation of the terms of a) Oth order, b) 1th 
order, c) 2th order and d) nth order in 
expansion the Feynman-Dyson 
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The expansion (2.13) is a perturbation series with all the prac

tical drawbacks of the perturbative expansions. The operator U(t,t ) 

obtained truncating the series is no more unitary and furthermore the 

' expansion is expected to be accurate for a small time interval or when 

V(t) is a weak perturbation. In many problems V(t) does not act as a 

perturbation and an accurate evaluation requires a large number of terms. 

To go beyond the formulation of the present subsection we require 

at least the two conditions, i.e. 

a) A functional form of U(t) which preserves the unitary nature of the 

evolution operator 

b) An exact form of the operator without any recourse to perturbative 

techniques or, if they are needed, a method that allows the expansion at 

any higher order without facing with severe calculation troubles. 

In the next subs ctions we will discuss some ordering methods 

proposed during the last three decades which fulfil the above (a) and 

(b) requirements and are not widespread known to the physicists' com

munity as perhaps they should be. 

2.2 The Magnus Expansion 

In view of the requirement (a) the exponential form seems more 

appropriate to preserve the unitary nature of the evolution operator. 

Furthermore, at least formally, this kind of form generalises to more 

complicated cases the simple expression (2.5) valid when no time order

ing problems are involved in. 

According to Magnus we write therefore 

(2.20) 0(t,to) = exp {A(t,to)} 

where the operator A(t,t ) is required to be anti-Hermitian in order 

to preserve the unitarity of 0(t,t ). Different methods have been pro

posed to get the functional form of A(t,t ), we quote the original 
10 13 

Magnus1 method , the one due to Pechukas and Light and the 
19 

technique suggested by Wilcox in his review paper . The two last 
methods are simplified versions of that originally proposed by Magnus. 

Since the Wilcox's parameter-differentistion technique offers defini-
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tive advantages of simplicity, we will discuss this method only. How

ever, the three techniques lead to the same result, i.e. they specify 

A(t,t ) as an infinite series whose n term is a sum of n-fold in

tegrals of n-fold commutators of H(t). 

As Magnus himself pointed out his expansion can be regarded as the 
20 

continuous version of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula , which 
A B C 

determines C such that e e = e is identically satisfied in form of 

a series of commutators in À and B. 

The derivation of the BCH formula and of its dual, the Zassenhaus 
21 

expansion , is given in the Appendix B together with applications to 

-cases often encountered in quantum Physics. 

For later convenience we introduce the following notation 

iJl It V t» to> = A ft(t) °X(t»to) 

(2.21) 

V W = ì 

where \ is called iteration parameter, and 0, satisfies the conditions 

(2.22) C0(t,to) = Ì, Ui(t,to) = 0(t,to) . 

We assume for (2.21) a solution of the type 

(2.23) \(t,t0) = exp{A(A,t)} 

and express A(A,t) in form of a power series as 

OB 

(2.24) A(A,t) = I An An(t) 
n=l n 

By taking the explicit derivative of (2.23) with respect to t we get 
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(2.25) §£ exp{À(\,t)} = [/* dx e** À e***] eA 

(for the derivation of the above identity see Appendix B) where 

À = 3/3t A(X,t). From Eq. (2.21) one gets 

(2.26) iH J dx e** À e"** = AH , 

which by making use of the power series (2.24) together with the well 

known expansion 

eA B e"
À = I ^ # l k B 

k=0 K-
(2.27) 

[(adÀ)X= [A,X]] 

turns into the following identity 

» » o» l !+ 1 +n , . - „ ; 
(2 .28) I I I * 5— I " A. ) . . . . ( a d A. ) An 

n=l k=0 l i , . ; , l k = l (k+Dt * k 

1 n " 5t V * 

A recursive procedure results from equating the coefficients with the 

same power of X in both sides of Eq. (2.28). The solution of (2.21) is 

provided by (2.23) assuming for À the expansion (2.24) with the n-th 

term recursively derived from (2.28) and setting \ = 1. 
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In particular we get, 

n=l 

(2.29) Ài = - j H(t) 

which turns out into (A (t ) = 0 n) 

(2.30) Ai = -(i/H) S[ H(t') dt' 
o 

n=2 

(2.31) À2 + \ [Ài, Ài] = 0 

which yields 

(2.32) A2 = ~-\ (i/H)2 S[ dti J*1 dt2 [H2, Hi] 
o o 

(H. = H(t.)) . 

nf3 

(2.33) A3 + \ [Ài, À2] + \ [À2, Àt] + \ [Ài,[Ài,Ài]J = 0 

which amounts to the "third-order" term 

A3 = - \ (i/H)3 Jt dti /t*dt2 //dta • 

0 0 0 

(2.34) 

• {[H3, [H2,Hi]] + [[H3,H2],H,]} 
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n=4 

t ti t2 t3 

A4 = - ji (i/h)4 Jt dtt J dt2 J dt3 / dt4-
o o o o 

(2.35) • {[H4, llHa.Hal.Hj] + [[H^lH^Hj], Hj + 

+ l[H4,H3], [Hz,»!]]} 

An important feature of the Magnus' expansion, worth to be em

phasized, is that its n term is no more difficult, and usually 

easier, to be evaluated than the corresponding term in the Feynman-

-Dyson perturbation series, i.e. the integral of an n-fold product of 

H(t). Furthermore, each term in the expansion (2.24) involving com

mutators of antihermitian operators is itself antihermitian. Therefore, 

truncating the expansion at any order one obtains a unitary approxima

tion to the time-evolution operator as required. 

We want also to stress that, as put in evidence by Pechuckas and 
13 

Light , the Magnus expansion converges faster than the perturbation 

series (2.13) for small (t-t ). To give an example, in the "impulse 

limit", i.e. for infinitely brief and strong perturbation, the first 

term of the Magnus expansion is enough. 

The commutator expansion we are dealing with is particularly 

useful when the Hamiltonian operator is such that 

(2.36) [Hi, [...[[VpHj]...] = c-number 

since it provides an exact solution of the equation of motion, owing 

to the vanishing of all the higher order commutators in the expansion. 

Using a more appropriate algebraic,language we can say that the condi

tion (2.36) states that the Hamiltonian operator is an element of a 
22 

nilpotent Lie-algebra 
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To better illustrate the above point we consider a Hamiltonian 

operator time-dependent linear combination of the geneVators of the 

Weyl-Heisenberg group [a,a ,2], namely 

(2.37) H = a(t)a + a*(t) a+ 

Since a and a obey the well known rule of commutation [a,a ] = 1, it 

is easy to derive from (2.28) and (2.35), the following expression for 

the evolution operator 

U(t,to) = exp{- j [v(t)à + y*(t) 5
+] + jj| Urn 

(2.38) j[ «*(f)Y(f) dt'} 
o 

Y(t) = j[ o(f) df 

When the multiple commutators do not converge to a c-number, the Magnus 

expansion is not particularly useful unless one is looking for a per-

turbative solution at some order in a "small" parameter entering the 

Hamiltonian operator. 

The case when H(t) is an element of a finite dimensional Lie 

algebra deserves particular attention * . Indeed, due to the repeated-

-commutator form of the operator A(t) and to the closure property of 

the Lie al; 

locally as 

the Lie algebras, the solution 0(t,t ) of Eq. (2.21) can be expressed 

(2.39) 0(t,t ) =exp{ Z f.(t) £.} 
0 i=l x x 

(*) The Appendix A is devoted to a short "Glossary" of the algebraic 
terms adopted in the text. 
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where L. are the generators of the n-dimensional Lie-algebra involved 

in and f.(t) are time-dependent functions obeying a set of non-linear 

differential equations, whose structure depends on the commutation re

lations between L. and on the explicit form of the Hamiltonian. 

The case of Hamiltonian operators belonging to a finite dimensional 

Lie-algebra will be discussed with more detail in Subsec. (2.4) within 

the framework of the Wei-Norman method. We want to stress that the 

equations defining the functions f.(t) can be derived following a 

procedure almost similar to that discussed in Subsec. (2.4). We 

anticipate that even for the simplest case (2.37) the search for the 

evolution operator in the form (2.39) is not convenient but it is more 

useful to express U as the product of uncoupled exponentials of the L. 

generators, thus avoiding the subsequent operator disentanglement. 

The interested reader is addressed to Ref. [19] where (2.39) has 

been more extensively discussed and applied to the two-dimensional 

algebra {Li,L2} with [Li, L2] = £2, to the Weyl-Heisenberg group and to 

the angular momentum algebra. 

2.3 The Fer-formula 

For the sake of completness, we discuss the so called Fer formula 

which can be regarded as the "dual" of the Magnus expansion, since it 

yields the solution of Eq. (2.21) as an infinite product of exponential 

operators. Therefore, as the Magnus' formula is regarded as the con

tinuous version of the BCH theorem, the Fer formula can be identified 

as the continuous version of the Zassenhaus expansion (see Appendix B 

for further comments). 

According to what has been said we assume for the time-evolution 

operator the expression 

(2.40) Ox(t,t ) = n exp{\j S.(t)} 

where the operators S.(t) are to be determined. The derivative of 

0»(t,t ) with respect to t can be written in the form 
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(2.41) 

a °° i - 1 . 

It °\ ( t ' to ) = * {[ n exP(AJ V t ) ; 1 
i=l j=l J 

[?E exp(A{ S ( t ) l • [ n exp(Aj S ( t ) ) j : 
jrj+l J 

which has to be inserted into F.q. (2.21). 

After evaluating the derivative 

^E exp{(A
x S.(t)} = 

(2.42) 

» .i(k+l) 

: I (ail s.(t))
k S.(t) expfA* SAD) 

k = 0 < k M > ! 

and multiplying from the right by 

1 
(2.43) «V(t,t ) = n exp(-AJ S (t)) 

i=oo J 

we end up witli the equation 

» i-1 
(- J ) Afl(t) = I { 71 expfA' S.(t)|} 

r i ^ l ,j = l J 

(2.44) 
k~0 v 

{ « r:<,.(-A> S (t)]} 
pj-1 J 
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which gives the recursion procedure by means of which the various S. 

operators can be calculated. In particular, the Inst three terms read 

Si(t) = - j j \ H(t') d f 

S2(t) = j ( j )
2 il dtt S\l dt2 [ilfJ2] 

(2.45) 

S3(t) = - \ (j)3 £ dtl J*
1 dt2 jj

2 dt3 • 
P O 0 0 

• {[H2,[H3,Hi]] + [H3,[H2,Hl]] } 

Also in this case the formula is particularly useful when the con

dition (2.36) applies. The infinite product becomes, indeed, a finite 

product with m-terms. The form (2.38) corresponding to the Hamiltonian 

(2.37) can be immediately recovered from (2.45). We must stress that 

also for this case the disentanglement of the exponential operators 

could be a quite cumbersome job. 

2.4 The Wei-Norman Algebraic Procedure 

In this subsection we consider Hamiltonian operators written as 

time-dependent linear combinations of the generators L. of an n-di-

mensional Lie-algebra, i.e. 

(2.46) H(t) = I a.(t) L. 
j=l J J 

where a.(t) are linearly independent complex functions of the time. 

The Wei-Norman (WN) method allows the possibility of represent

ing the time-evolution operator as a finite product of exponential 
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operators, namely 

(2.47) ' U(t,to) = n exp[gj(t) L ] 0(to,tQ) 

in a neighborhood of the initial time t . The time-dependent complex 

functions g.(t) are defined by a set of non linear differential equa

tions, to be specified later, with the obvious initial conditions 

gi(t0)=o. 

Inserting (2.47) in (2.21) one immediately pets 

I g .(t) [ n exp(g.(t) L.)] L. [ n exp(g.(t) L.)] 
i=l x j=l J J x j=i J J 

(2.48) 

= I a (t) L U(t,t ) , 
i=l x x ° 

which turns into the simpler expression 

(2.49) Ì a.(t) L. = 2 g.(t) [3Ji exp(g.(t) ad L )] L. 
i=l x x j=i J k=l K K J 

_1 
after a post-multiplication by U . 

The closure property of the Lie-algebras allows one to write 

j-1 n 
(2.50) n exp{gk(t) ad I.) t. = I L . L. 

k=l K K J i=l 1>J J 

where |. . are analytic functions of the g's whose explicit functional 
1»J * 

form depends on the structure constants of the algebra involved in. It 
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is therefore possible to cast (2.49) in the form 

(2.51) X a.(t) L. = 1 ( Ì 1. g.(t)) L. 
i=l * x i=l j=l 1,J J x 

Finally, invoking the linear independence of the operators L., we ob

tain 

(2.52) a-(t) = I I . i.(t) (i= 1, k) 
1 j=l X»J J 

The analiticity of the |. . implies that the determinant of the £ 

matrix is also an analytic function of the g's. Since at the initial 

time t £. -(t )=6. . we have |£(t )|*0, therefore a neighborhood of t 
O x , J 0 1 j J 0 O 

exists where |£(t)|*0, i.e. where |(t) may be inverted. Accordingly the 

system (2.52) can be written in the form 

(gi(tQ) = 0) 

where r\. . are non-linear functions of the g's. The solvability of 

(2.53) is assured, in the nighborhood of t , by the fact that |g|*0. 

The representation (2.47) is globally valid for all solvable Lie-alge

bras and for the real "split 3-dimensional" simple Lie algebra {£i, £2, 

£3}, characterized by the rules of commutation 

Hi, U] = 2\L2, Hi, t3] = -2\t3 

(2.54) 

[£2» £3] = "6 Ì-1 

where A and 6 are arbitrary numbers. 

(2.53) g.(t) = 1 0 , , a.(t) 
1 j=l 1,J J 
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The SU(2) and SU(1,1) algebras are possible realisations of (2.54) 

with \=6=1 and A=-6=l respectively. They play a particularly important 

role in optics and will be largely exploited in the next sections. 

The computational difficulties of the WN method grow exponential

ly with the dimensionality of the involved algebra, unless it is 

solvable in which case (2.53) can be solved by quadrature. 

As to the case of higher-dimensional algebras, neither simple 

neither solvable, it is convenient to reduce the algebra into its com

ponent parts, by means of the "Levi's theorem" and the "structure 

24 

theorem" . The first states the possibility of decomposing a finite-

dimensional Lie-algebra into the semidirect sum of its radical R and 

a semisimple subalgebra S. The second theorem allows the decomposition 

of a semi-simple Lie algebra into the direct sum of ideals, which 

are simple algebras. Accordingly, the equation of motion (2.21) can be 

written as 

(2.55) iH |t 0(t,to) = (flR + HS) 0(t,to) 

where the decomposition L = R • S has been perfonned according to the 

Levi's prescription and HR and H„ belong to R and S respectively. 

It is easily realized that assuming solutions of the type 

(2.56) 0(t,to) = Os(t,to) 0R(t,to) 

Eq. (2.55) splits into the following two 

ÌH It y t , t 0 ) = fis os(t,to) 

(2.57) 

;u 8 
* k V ^ V = &S flR V flR<t»to> 
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To simplify the problem of finding 0„ we decompose the semi-simple sub-
algebra S in the direct sum of ideals Li,...,L such that L. L.=è, 

e r i» t r i j T l 

accordingly we can write H_ = 2 H. (H. 6 L.)- Furthermore, by setting 
:» j = 1 J J J 

r 
(2.58) fic = n 0. (0. G L.) 

S j=l J J J 

the problem of determining 0- reduces tc that of solving r-differential 

equations of the type 

(2.59) 4 * |t fii = fti °i (i=l.--•-.') 

Finally the fact that R is solvable makes quite easy the explicit 

calculus of UR once 0«, has been found. 

These introductory remarks are the necessary mathematical back

ground to treat the physics problems discussed in the next sections. 

For a useful complement the reader is addressed to Appendices A and B 

relevant to some elementary notions on Lie-algebra and operatorial 

ordering. 

3. ALGEBRAIC ORDERING METHODS, PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS 

The first part of the paper has been aimed to present in a system

atic way the most widespread exploited rigorous time ordering tech

niques. The matter has been presented with some details to make the 

paper self-consistent and to provide an organic view to the algebraic 

ordering methods as an alternative to the well known Feynman-Dyson 

expansion. 

The advantage of the. group theoretic methods is certainly its 

generality. It allows indeed the analysis of a large body of physics 

problems with very few changes and thus yields the possibility of under 

standing within a common framework apparently disconnected problems. 

Just to give an idea of the flexibility of the method we notice that 
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e.g. the evolution of quantum states driven by a time-dependent 
25 

harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian and the propagation of an e.m. wave 
26 

in a SELFOC fiber can be treated using the same basic formalism with 

out any significant changes. Furthermore the algebraic techniques may 

be applied to study the electron orbit tracking in the magnetic trans-
27 

port channells of accelerating machines 

In the next sections we will try to cover some topics of current 

interest. We will range from the simple problem of a classical time-
28 

-dependent current interacting with a quantized e.m. field to the 

more complicated case of the evolution of three-leve1 systems in terms 
29 

of generalised Bloch-torque equations in SU(3) spaces 

The matter will be presented in a rather pedagogycal way. Indeed, 

to make less shocking the impact with the analytical difficulties 

inherent to SU(2), SU(1,1) and SU(3) ordering procedures we will aboard 

the problems step by step, starting from simple examples and tackling 

gradually the increasing difficulties. 

4. THE WEYL GROUP [h(4)] 

In Sec. (2.2) we have discussed ordering methods for a Hamiltonian 

operator written as time-dependent linear combination of the Weyl group 

generators. Now we will tackle the specific problem of finding the 

probability amplitude for quantum states driven by Hamiltonians of the 

type 

(4.1) H= w(t) a+à + fì*(t)à+ + 0(t)a 

where ui(t) and Q(t) are time-dependent non singular functions real and 

complex respectively. 

Operators of the type (4.1) are very often encountered in quantum 

optics. They describe indeed the interaction of a quantised radiation 
28 

field with a time-dependent classical current or multiphoton 
30 

processes 

It is convenient to express the quantum state governed by the 

Hamiltonian (4.1) as a time-dependent linear combination of harmonic 

oscillator states as follows 
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(4.2) i|>(t) = I C£(t)|n+£> 
£=-n 

where C«(t) represents the probability amplitude of exchanging £ photons 

and n is the initial number of quanta. 

The time-dependent functions C»(t) are obviously given by 

(4.3) C£(t) = <n+£| 0(t,to)|n> 

where U is the evolution operator. 

The analytical expression of 0 is easily found using the Magnus 

expansion (see Eq. (2.38)); furthermore, exploiting the properties of 
(•it) 

the creation-annihilation operators we get (for t =0 and H=l) (see 

also Ref. 23) 

C£(t) = exp{-i(n+£) j j u»(f) d f } exP{- \ | X ( t ) | 2 } -

(4.4) • exp{-i l e J* X ( f ) Y(f ) d f } 

• ^ W (x(t))*i*(|x(t)|*) 

where L (*) are the generalised Laguerre polynomials and 

Y(t) = Q(t) exp{-i /^ Ui(t') df} 

(4.5) 

X(t)=-ijJyV) df 

(*) See Appendix C where a synoptic table of the most commonly en
countered ordered forms is provided. 
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The above result holds in the hypothesis that C-(0) = 6- (for 

the more general case of C»(0) = C. see Ref. 23) and yields 

the basic elements to start a discussion of the properties of 

multiphoton transition in N-level systems, interacting with an 

arbitrarily shaped pulse. 

The relation (4.4) specialises into. 

C£(t) =cxp{i 5 /J |cr(f)|
2 df} • 

n! r^/.M^ -iniut T£ (4.6) • exp{- ±|a(t)|2} V f ^ [a(t))* e"1™1 L* [|a(t)|2] 

(«(t) = -i (0 S i y 2 ) ) e"ilut/2) 

for u> = const and fi real and constant. 

It .is worth to stress that for n=0, i.e. for an initially 

vacuum field, C«(t) reduces to a Poisson probability amplitude, 

namely 

!" f l i « o m 2 Hf> 

(4.7) 

C£(t) = exp[i %So l a ( f ) l 2 d f ] • 

• - ^ e x P { - i | a ( t ) | 2 } 

(Recall that l l (•) = 1). 
0 31 

The same happens for (4.4). As it is well known this is 

a particularly important result. It states indeed that the photon 

dynamics induced by Hamiltonians of the type (4.1) obeys 

a Poisson statistic and furthermore that • a classical current 

interacting with a quantised radiation field induces Glauber-coherent 
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states v J. 

More frequently in the literature the problem of calculating C-(t) 

is discussed within a finite-difference differential equation scheme. 

Indeed from the Schròdinger equation one easily gets 

(4.8) i C £ = u> £ C£ + fi[V£+l C £ + 1 + Jl C^j] 

(*) In fact when n=0 

00 

»Kt) = expUKt)] exp{- \ |a(t)|2} I [a(t)]£/V£! U> 
z £=0 

(•(t) =m/2jj |a(f)|2 df) 

is an eigenstate of the annihilation operator: a (|f= of(t)i|). 
If t|» is initially not the vacuum but a Glauber-coherent state, at a 
later time t 
*(t) = exp[iKt)] • e - l»WI 2 /2 • Ì < ^ ! ^ „° • • 

n=0 Vn! 

• J n J urn •[aM]i 

• L (|df(t)|2)|n+£>, |a |z = average number of photons at t=0 

is still an eigenstate of a. Using in fact the well known recur
rence relation of the Laguerre polynomials 

one gets 

•*(t) = [o(t)+oo e
_iu,t] *(t) 

(**) For the sake of simplicity we consider the case n=0 and constant 
and real coefficients. 
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which belongs to a wide class of equations known in the scientific 
23 

literature as of the Raman-Nath (RN) type . Equation (4.8) is a 

particular case of the Harmonic RN equation. t 

A method to solve (4.8), based on the introduction of a suitable 

generating function, can be found in Ref. 32. This technique is however 

too specific and becomes rather complicated when non-constant coef

ficients are involved in. In our opinion the method we have presented 

yields the possibility of treating the problem in a very direct way, 

furthermore it provides an alternative and general technique for solving 
23 33 

a large body of difference differential equations ' , without any re
course to specific assumptions for any of the equations under study. 

In the course of the paper we will refer to other equations of the 

RN type. Most of them are solved exactly, but in some cases we will 

be forced to approximate perturbed solutions. In this case too the 

time-ordering methods are an effective tool. 

The realm of application of operators of the type (4.1) is rather 
32 

huge and as a consequence the amount of literature is immense . Just 

to give a few selected topics we stress its utility for the so-called 

recoiless approximation of FEL as discussed in Refs. 34, and its 

relevance to the multiphoton physics for which the reader is addressed 

to the proceedings of two conferences edited by Eberly and Lambropoulos 

an< 

found. 

« 16 
and Janossy and Varrò , where references to earlier works can be 

5. THE SHIFT GROUP 

Roughly speaking, the shift group can be understood, within the 

present framework, as the contraction of the Weyl group when the number 

of excitation quanta is extremely large. .Following therefore a crude 

procedure we could find the C»(t)'s relevant to this situation by 

taking the limit for large n in (4.4) and exploiting the asymptotic 

properties of the Laguerre polynomials v" . 

(*) Recall that 

tim Lt ( x ) s intni ex/2 (M8)-£/2 j (2VNx) 

n-w» n "' 

N = n +(£+l)/2. 
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23 
This procedure, as elsewhere noticed , is only qualitatively 

correct. A more rigorous approach requires an appropriate use of the 

t shift operator properties, which can be introduced following Susskind 
38 

and Glogower 

The creation and annihilation operators may be written as 

(5.1) a = [n+l]1/2 È_, à+ = É + [n+l]1/2 

where n is the number operator and É + are "shifting" operators which 

act on the Fock-space |n> as 

(5.2) E+ ln> = |n+l> , É_ I0> = 0 . 

The operators £ and £_ commute each other, while É + and n obey the 

following commutation relations 

(5.3) [E±, S] = ± É± . 

When n is very large the creation-annihilation operators can be re

placed by 

a • -» Vn £. 

(5.4) 

a+ + Vn É + 

Consequently the Hamiltonian (4.1) turns into 

fi = w(t) fi + ̂ ( t ) É + + H(t) É_ 

(5.6) 

(8 = Vn Q) 
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Exploiting again the Magnus expansion and the fact that E+|n> =|n ± r>, 
E_|n> =|n-r> (n è r) one easily obtains 

(5.7) C,(t) = [ 4 ^ ] £ / 2 J- l 2 | x ( t ) | ] 
* X (t) £ 

where it has been defined (H=l) 

X(t) = -i { jj S*(f ) exp[+i Si' u»(t") dt"]} 

(5.8) 

• exp(-i /^ui(t') dt') 

and Jn(') is the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind. The 

relation (5.7) for constant and real coefficients reduces to the well 

known result 2 3 , 3 9 

(5.9) Cjr(t) = (-i)
£ exp(-i £ f) J, [20 & * $ £ ) 

Also in this case the search for C« is associated with the solution of 
23 

a RN type equation, namely 

(5.10) i C£ = u> I C£ + ft [C£+1+C£.j] 

which can also be solved utilizing an appropriate generating function. 

Equation (5.10) is extensively used in quantum optics in the 

analysis of multiphoton processes, for a deep survey see e.g. Ref. 32. 

Furthermore it has been utilized in the analysis of the Free Electron 
40 

Laser amplifiers, in the theory of Raman-Nath effect and in the 

analysis of the non-relativistic Kapitza-Dirac effect 
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6. SU(2), SU(1,1) AND SU(3): A BRIEF SURVEY OF THEIR PROPERTIES 

In this and the next section we will make an explicit application 

of the WN method to the evolution of quantum systems driven by Hamil-

tonians linear combinations of the SU(2), SU(1,1) and SU(3) generators. 

To make the paper self-consistent we will briefly review the 

basic properties of the above groups and in particular we will discuss 

the so-called Schwinger-Uigner representation often used in connection 

with the Physics of the coupled harmonic oscillators. 

6.1 SU(2) and SU(1,1) 

The amount of physical problems where the SU(2) group plays a 

crucial role is immense. Just to quote a few problems relevant to the 

present paper we recall the time-evolution of two coupled harmonic 

oscillators or the dynamics of a two-level system interacting with a 

classical external field. The non-relativistic quantum analysis of the 

Free Electron Laser has been accomplished using the SU(2) formalism too 

and its contraction to lower dimensional algebras 

The Hamiltonian operator relevant to the above problems can be 

cast in the general form 

(6.1) H(t) = tu(t) J3 + 0(t) J_ + 0*(t) j + 

where iu(t) and fi(t) are functions of time real and complex respectively. 

The operators J3, J+ are the generators of the SU(2) algebra, charac

terized by the commutation relations 

(6.2) [J3, j±] = ± J±, [J+, j j = 2J3 

Although in many cases (6.1) may be complicated by non linear contribu

tions in the generators, we will treat the linear combination with 

great details for its intrinsic importance and because it yields an 

exact solution. A simple and convenient realisation of SU(2) is 
A3 

provided by the so-called Schwinger-Wigner representation , which 

allows the recasting of the J-operators as follows 
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(6.3) 

where the a's denote independent baraonic oscillator creation annihila-
(*) 

tion operators . 

The physical Meaning of the functions ui(t) and Q(t) is provided 

by the specific problem under study. 

In the hypothesis that (6.1) describes the interaction of a two 

level atoa with an e.a. field, u> is the atoa-field detuning and Q(t), 

the transition dipole moment, contains the strength of the pulse as 

well as the chirping. For more details on the treatment of the interac

tion of a classical field and an atoaic systea with the previous 

foraalisa, the reader is addressed to Ref. 44. 

On the other side the SU(1,1) group is getting aore and aore 

popular both in quantua and classical optics. Indeed fwo-photon 
45 46 

processes , squeezed states , tiae-dependent harmonic oscillators 

' or the propagation of an e.a. wave in a non-hoaogeneous aediua 

with a quadratic dependence of the refractive index on the transverse 

coordinates ' are conveniently described by aeans of the SU(1,1) 

group. 

The general fora of a Hamiltonian operator linear combination of 

the SU(1,1) generators is 

(6.4) ft(t) = w(t) K3 + Q*(t) K+ + Q(t) fc_ 

where the K-operators (namely the generators of the Sl)(l,l) group) obey 

the following rules of commutation 

(6.5) [K3, K±] = ± K±, [K+, K J = -2K3 

(*) By independent we means i and 2 operators are always commuting 
i.e. [a-, a.] = 6. . (i,j=l,2). 

1 J 1»J 
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which, apart from the minus sign in the last commutator, are symilar to 

those of SU(2). A Schwinger-Wigner type realization of SU(1,1) can be 

therefore worked out as follows 

(6.6) K+ = ài Ì2, K_ = ài à2» ^ 3 = 2 ^Sl à l + *2 * 2^ 

Within this framework, the Hamiltonian (6.4) describes a degenerate 

parametric amplifier where the pump field is treated classically and 

the signal and idler modes are degenerate. The operators K+ create and 

destroy pairs of photons in the signal and idler modes. The complex 

time-dependent parameter Q incorporates the non-linear susceptibility 

of the amplifying medium as well as the strength of the pump. 

We will see in the next sections that other realisations of the 

SU(1,1) group are possible, in particular the suitable embedding of p 

and «q operators yields a particularly powerful tool to study the 

evolution of a harmonic oscillator with time-dependent frequency or 

the optical propagation in lens-like media ' 

Owing to the already stressed analogy between the laws of commuta

tion of SU(2) and SU(1,1), it might be convenient to treat both the 

groups in a unified way, we write indeed 

(6.7) [Fo, F±] = ± 2F±, [F+, F_] = -6 Fo 

where the F operators span the SU(2) or SU(1,1) algebra according to 

whether 6 = ± 1. In fact 

(a) 6fl 

(6.8) fo = 2J3, F+ = J+, F_ = -J. 

(b) 6fM 
Fo = 2K3, F+ = K+, F. = - K. 

Accordingly the Hamiltonians (6.1) and (6.4) can be comprised in 

the single form 
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(6.10) H(t) = ^ Fo + 0*(t) F+ - Q(t) F_ 

thus allowing to treat the time-evolution under both SU(2) and SU(1,1) 

coherence preserving Hamiltonians from a unified point of view. Pospon-

ing the problem of analysing the explicitely time-dependent Hamiltonian 

we will devote the next subsection to the simpler, but particularly 

illuminating, time-independent case. 

6.2 SU(2) and SU(1,1) Bloch-type Dynamics 

We introduce the Hermitian operators Fj 2 3 a s 
» f 

. F+ - F. _ F+ + F_ . 
(6.11) F! = JL

T—, F2 = — j r - , F3 = i FQ 

characterized by the laws of commutation 

(6.12) [F£, F j = i e l f B f n Fn ; £,m,n= 1,2,3 

where e» are the structure constants of the algebra spanned by the 
x,m,n _ 

F-generators and are defined by 

<6-13> *Q m n = (6)6n,3 t0 

£,m,n * ' £,m,n 

6 , being the Kronecker symbol and etf the Ricci-tensor. 

It can be immediately verified that the expectation values of the 

operators F. (i=l,2,3) obey the following equations of motion 

(fc.14) -^ <F > = £„ Q0 <F > dt n £,m,n H£ m 
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which can be cast in the vector form 

(6.15) ^ s = 9 x s 

obtained by introducing the pseudospin vector s, whose components are 

the expectation values of (6.11), and the "torque" vector Q specified 

by 

(6.16) 9 = (26 le 0, 26 Urn Q, u) 

In the case of SU(2) Eq. (6.15) is the well known Bloch equation whose 
44 

dynamics has been extensively studied in the literature 

The possibility of SU(1,1)-precession equations has been discussed 

in Ref. 50, where a SU(1,1) Bloch rotation has been explicitely con

structed. Equation (6.15) states an interesting analogy between the 

dynamics of systems ruled by SU(2) and SU(1,1) Hamiltonians v . From a 

geometrical point of view Eq. (6.15) represents a rotation in a space 

whose structure is fixed by the group properties. The metric of this 

space is suggested by the integral of motion 

(6.17) |s|2 = 6(sf + sg) + si 

which defines the "norm" of the vector s in the space corresponding to 

the group spanned by the f-operators. 

When 6=1 the above expression reduces to the ordinary metric 

of the three-dimensional Euclidean space, in accordance with the 

isomorphism between SU(2) and the three-dimensional rotation group 

0(3). When 6=-l the metric defined by (6.17) or by the generalised 

(*) By SU(2) or SU(1,1) Hamiltonian we mean a Hamiltonian operator 
written as a linear combination of the SU(2) and SU(1,1) group 
generators; some times in the literature they are referred as 
SU(2) or SU(1,1) coherence preserving Hamilto'nians. 
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scalar product 

(6.18) u • v = 6(ui vj + U2 V2) + U3 V3 

is no longer positive defined, therefore the norm can be either positive 

and negative. The SU(1,1) group is indeed isomorphic to S0(2,l), the 

group of "rotations" in the three-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space. 

Furthermore the norm of the vector s can be recognised as the expec

tation value of the Casimir operator C« 

(6.19) C6 = F| + 6(F? + H) 

The condition |s|2 = const, defines a surface on which the tip of the 

vector £ is constrained to move. 

In the case in which the functions tu and Q are time-independent 

speficied e.g. by 

(6.20) ut(t) = u>o Q(t> = |Q| exp(i<|>) , 

the torque Q and the dot product Q*s are constants: the intersection of 

the surfaces defined by the two integrals of motion uniquely determines 

the trajectory described by the tip of the vector s. 

As it is well known, in the SU(2) case the trajectory is a circle 

determined by the initial conditions and the torque. 

On the other side the surface defined by the conservation of the 

norm of the SU(1,1) Bloch-vector can be understood in the ordinary 

Euclidean space as a one-sheeted revolution hyperboloid with its 

circular waist in the 1-2 plane or a two-sheeted hyperboloid revolving 

around the 3-axis, according to whether the initial value of the norm 

is negative or positive. The intersection with the Q's plane is a 

circle or a branch of hyperbola.(see Fig. 2). 

The solution of Eq. (6.15) can be easily obtained by means of the 

Rabi method of the successive rotations, appropriately generalized to 
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a) 

b) 

Fig.2 Surfaces In the 3-0 Euclidean space determined by the 
conservation of the noria of the vectors s: a) one-sheeted 
hyperboloid, b) two-sheeted hyperbolold 
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the SU(1,1) case ' , thus getting in vector form the expression 

Q 9 x £ 
(6.21) s(t) = s cosQt + — (§ • s ) (1 - cosQt) + sinQt 

or in matrix form 

(6.22) s(t) = B(t) s , — — —o 

where s is the value of s a t t=0 and Q denotes the norm of the -o - J. 
the vector g : Q = [ui2 + A6|Q|2] / 2 . 

The elements of the matrix B are explicitely given by 

Rn = cosQt + 4 6ffl cos2<|> (1-cosQt) 

Rl2 = + 2 6 Q2* sin2(|i (1-cosQt) - ^ sinQt 

2ó|fì|u> _ , | 0 | 

Rl3 = +
 n2 ° «°s<{> (1-cosQt) + =2i»i sin,), s inQt 

R21 = + 2 6 Q2* sin2(|> (1-cosQt) - ^ s inQt 

R22 = cocQt + 4 6*2 I sin2<J> (1-cosQt) 

2ó|0|u) 7f.,0, 
R23 = + Q2 sin$ (1-cosQt) - =?ljU. cos,), sinQt 

2 | f i | u ,o 2101 
«31 = nZ

 sin$ (1-cosQt) - =^- sin(() sinQt 
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2|Q|u)o 2101 R32 = -52 sin$ (1-cosQt) Lp COSI|I sinQt 

Vi' 

R33 = cosQt + £ (1-cosQt) 

(6.23) 

The matrix form of the solution of Eq. (6.15) immediately displays 

the character of the motion of the vector s in the relevant space. 

Limiting ourselves to the SU(1,1) Bloch vector, let us consider 

the explicit expression of B for ui = 0 and $=0 

(6.24) B = 

A 
0 

v 
0 0 

cosh2|Q|t sinh2|Q|t 

sinh2|fì| 

\ 

|t cosh2|Q|t / 

which represents a Lorentz transformation in the 2-3 subspace. 

Similarly, for to = 0 and ^ = = we get 

/• 
cosh2|Q|t -sinh2|0| 

(6.25) B = 

\ 

0 1 0 

•sinh2|Q|t 0 cosh2|Q|t 

t \ 

/ 

that is a Lorentz transformation in the 1-3 subspace. 
Correspondently, the free-evolution corresponding to Q = 0 is re

presented by the matrix 

/ . 

(6.26) B = 

cosui t -sinu) t 0 
0 o 

siniu t cosu) t 0 
o 0 

1 0 0 1 

describing a rotation in the 1-2 subspace. 
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Finally in the case where ui = 2|Q| and <• = 0 we get the matrix 
o 

l-u2t2/2 -u) t -w2t2/2 
o o o 

(6.27) B = I u»Qt 1 U)Qt 

w2t2/2 tu t l+w2t2/2 
o o o ' 

It is worth stressing that the above matrices belong to 

the subgroups hyperbolic (Eqs (6.24) and (6.25)), elliptic (6.26) 

and parabolic (6.27) of SU(2,1) according to whether Q $_ 0. 

The above geometrical analysis provides a unified and 

elegant method to deal with the evolution of SU(2) and SU(1,1) 

states in the hypothesis of a constant torque. In the next sub

section we will take advantage from the concepts so far 

developed to ttreat the time-dependent case. 

6.3 SU(2) and SU(1,1) Time-dependent Coherence Preserving Hamiltonians: 

an Exact Treatment 

The evolution of quantum states ruled by the Hamiltonian 

(6.10) will be analysed using the Wei-Norman method. We will 

also show that a Bloch-type dynamits can be recovered from the 

characteristic equations of the ordering procedure. 

A straightforward application of the technique discussed 

in Sec. 2 yields the following ordered form for the evolution 

operator (H=l) 

0(t,to) = exp{[h(t) - | S[ w(x) dx] Fo} • 

(6-28) 
• exp{g(t) F+} exp{f(t) F j 

where the functions (h,g,f) obey the system of non-linear differential 

equations 
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(6.29) 

h(t) = 6g(t) f(t) 

g(t) = -i Q*(t) exp{-2h(t) + i j[ u)(l)dx} - h(t)g(t) 
o 

f(t) = i fl(t) exp{2h(t) - i j[ u)(t)dt} 
o 

h<V = *(t0) = «'„> = ° 

As it has been stressed in Ref. 23, the above system can be 

solved once a single Riccati equation for h can be solved. It is how

ever more convenient, for the present purposes and to recover the 

results of the preceding subsection, to introduce the functions 

JT* = e'h , # (tQ) = 1 , k (to) = 0 

(6.30) & = fe"h , jr(to) = 0 , htQ) = ifì(to) 

# = geh , £(t0) = 0 , y(tQ) =-iO*(tQ) 

It is easily verified that (6.30) obey the following second-order 
(*) differential equations v ' 

(*) The function # , introduced for later convenience, satisfies the 
equation 

S - [ jjj • iw] * + 6|Q|2# = 0 

and therefore owing to the initial conditions (6.30) ré=&* . 
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(6.31) 

jf - [ ^ + Ì U I ] ^ + 6 | f ì i 2 j r = o 

JF + [- jj + iu»] 9 + 6|ft|2^ = 0 

The above equations have a very familiar form, indeed for 5=1 

they are identical to the well known equations for the probability 
44 

amplitude of two-level systems ; on the other side the 6 = -1 case 
45 

is encountered in the analysis of two-photon processes 

Following a standard procedure we can embed the functions and 

to get a Bloch-type torque equation of the same type of that 

previously discussed. We introduce indeed the functions 

U = 2 le i^JtT) 

(6.32) V = 2 lira (Jyf). 

W = \&\2 " 6|jf|2 

If we identify (U,V,W) as the components of a vector J(*, using 

(6.30) and (6.31) we find the equation of motion 

(6.33) M^ = (̂  x M_b 

where 

(6.34) Q6 = (26 leO, 26 IlmQ, tu) 

The law of conservation 
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(6.35) | # | 2 + 6|jf|2 = 6 

iaplied by the constancy of the norm of * can be understood 

as the "Casinir-invariant" of. the ordering characteristic equa

tions. Once the ordered for» (6.26) has been obtained the 

tine-behavior of SU(2) or SU(1,1) quantua states can be straight

forwardly derived. For the sake of clarity we consider the two 

cases separately. 

The evolution of states driven by the Haailtonian (6.10), 

when the F-operators have been identified with the generators 

of the SU(2) group, can be studied expressing the wave function 

of the system as a linear superposition of angular momentum states, 

namely 

(6.36) *(t) = I C(t)| J,m > 
m=-J 

The time-dependent coefficients C (t) depend on both the initial 

wave function and the "scattering matrix" §(t,t ) through the rela

tion 

J 
(6.37) Cn(t) = I Sm n(t,tJ Cm(tJ 

m=-J 

wheie the matrix elements S (t,t ) are given by 

(6.38) Smn(t,to) = < J, n| 0(t,to)| J,m > 

Just exploiting (6.28) and after some tedious algebra we get the 
52 

following expression for S (t =0) 
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J + n 1 / J - n 
S ( t ) = " > » ' < 

' " J + n^ / I J - n 

Vi 

(6.39) 

< / \ ' J 

exp{-in /J ui(x)dl} • j r " ( n + n , ) - [ s g n ( n - m ) | i f | ] V n < 

• exp{-ix(n-m)} a F l l ' J - ^ , J - n < +l; n>-n<+l; | ^ | 2 ] 

(X = a r g ( ^ ) , ^ = max(m,n), n< = min(m,n)) 

2F1 (.) is the hypergeometric function. 

Therefore once & and Jf are analytically known the problem of the 

time-behavior of a two-level system is completely solved. 

Let us now discuss the SU(1,1) counterpart of (6.39). In this case 

the quantum states ruled by the Hamiltonian (6.10) can be expanded as 

(6.40) «|>(t) = I C (t)|n,k> 
n=0 n 

where the states |n,k> diagonalize the compact generator R3 as 

(6.41) K3|n,k> = (n+k)|n,k> 

and furthermore 

K+|n,k> = [(n+l)(n+2k)]
 / z |n+l,k> 

(6.42) 

K_|n,k> = [n(n+2k-l)J / 2 |n-l,k> 

k is the Bergman index specifying the eigenvalue of the Casimir in

variant (see Ref. 53). 

The time-dependent coefficients C (t) can be calculated proceeding 

as before, we find indeed 
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(6.43) C(t) = I S*k>(t,t ) C(t ) n m=0 m'n ° m ° 

(k) 
The matrix elements S (t,t ) are given by 

m,n • ' o ° J 

(6.44) S^(t,t ) = <m,k| U(t,t )|n,k> 
HI y II O \J 

and explicitely (t =0) 

S(k)(t) = 
m,nv ' 

n. + 2k-l \ \ l! 

n< + 2k-1 

(6.45) 

• exp{-i (n+k) Jt »(f) df} • ̂ -(n+m+2k) 

n>-n< 
[sgn(n-m)|^|] exp{-ix(n-m)} 

• 2F1 (-n<, -n< -2k+l; n> - n< +1; -|^l
2) 

The relations (6.45) and (6.39) represent the most general 

answer to the problem of the evolution of SU(2) and SU(1,1) 

states. We must however stress once more that a crucial element 

is the knowledge of the Jf and & functions defined by the second 

order differential equations (6.31). These equations admit 

analytical solutions in a limited number of cases only. The 

most trivial example is the case when the function 10 and Q 

are constants and specified by (6.20), which yields for h(t), g(t) 

and f(t) in (6.28) the following expressions 
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h(t) = i uio/2(t-to) - In ll-6o
2(t)J - iq(t) 

g(t) = - ia(t) (l-6a 2(t)) 1 / 2 expÉ+i(-*+n)} 

(6.46) f(t) = -ia(t) (l-óa 2(t))" , / 2 exp{-i(-#+n)} 

n = tg"1 [^ tg(§ (t-to))] 

sin[ S(t-t )] „ _ _ 
a(t) = |Q| Q^2 » Q = V w ^ l Q l 2 

In the hypothesis that the coefficients of (6.31) are time-

-dependent the situation is significantly more complicated and a solu

tion cannot be obtained in general. To get a solution of (6.31) when Q 

is a time-dependent function we use 3 method suggested some years ago 
54 by Rosen and Zener and more recently resorted and generalized by 
55 Bambini and Berman . The method is based on a mapping procedure of 

Eq. (6.31) onto an equation with known solutions. Assuming that ui is 
id 

time-independent and that ft = |fl(t)| e 1 

Z=Z(t), the second of Eqs (6.31) writes 

time-independent and that ft = |fl(t)| e 1 ' ' and using a mapping variable 

J 7 * 

At in < W J"1^"1") A |Q|2 
(6.47) 9" + — — ^ 9% + ° ^ - 9 = 0 

Z Z2 

where the prime means derivative with respect to Z. 
(*) 

Equation (6.47) can be mapped onto a hypergeometric equation by 

(*) Recall that the hypergeometric equation is defined by 
Z(l-Z) y" + {Y-(a+p+l)Z} y' - apy = 0 
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simply requiring that 

6|fll2 _ cfl 

(6.48) 

Since we are free to fix both the fora of the frequency and of the 

chirping, we impose (see also Ref. 52) 

Z = Z(l-Z) 

(6.49) 

i(u»-*) = Y-l/2 -(o+P)Z 

Because u» and f are real functions we must require 

(6.50) Y = iM + 1/2, or = iX, B = iq (X,M,1 real) 

which amounts to 

(6.51) w - i = M - (\ + n)Z • 

The quantity |Q|2/Z2 is positive, therefore from the first equation 

of (6.48) and from (6.50) two conditions follow: if 6=-l then \n <0 a,»d 

if 6=1 then Ar| > 0. In both cases, however, from (6.48) and (6.49) we 

obtain 
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Z = 1/4 seen2 t / 2 , |Q| = |AnJ / z sech(t /2) 

(6.52) 
t 

u i - 4 = j J - ( A + n ) — T 
l+e c 

Finally the solution of (6.47) can be written as 

t 

6 = A 2F! [iA, ip; 1/2 + iM; -^-r] + 
1+e 

• B [-e_](1/2-iM) 2 F l [i(A-M)+l/2, i(n-M)+l; 3/2-in; - ^ 1 
1+e^ 1+e* 

with A and B constants determined by the initial conditions. We have 

recovered the well known solution for a two-level system interact

ing with a sech-type pulse. Bambini and Berman and then other 

Authors have discussed a class of pulses which provides the solution 

in terns of hypergeometric functions. 

6.4 The Time-Dependent Harmonic Oscillator; A SU(1,1) Analysis 

We have so far discussed the operatorial ordering of SU(2) and 

SU(1,1) coherence preserving Hamiltonians from a rather general point 

of view, without referring to any specific problem where these t 

echniques may be really helpful. 

Since the SU(2) group has been widely exploited in the literature, 

we will discuss the application of the SU(1,1) group to studying the 

dynamical behavior of the time-dependent frequency harmonic oscillator 

and the electromagnetic Wove propagation in lens-like media. 

Let us consider a quantum harmonic oscillator with a prescribed 

time-dependent frequency u>(t), whose Hamiltonian reads 

(6.54) H(t) = \ [p2 + u)2(t) q2] 
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where tu is required to be an analytic function of the time. To apply 

the techniques so far developed to the Hamiltonian (6.54) it is 

sufficient to notice that the SU(1,1) generators can also be realized 

by embedding the p, q operators as follows 

- I i 2 (6.55) K; = i q2, Kl = i p2, K& = J (pq + qp) 

which as straightforwardly checked obey the relations of commutation 

(6.5). The link between the realization (6.55) and the one-mode Gomiter
ai 

part of (6.6) can be inferred by expressing à : . a s 

(6.56) 

à = 1/V2 (q + ip) 

à+ = 1/V2 (q - ip) 

thus getting the linear transformation 

(6.57) 
1 
2 

/ ' 
2i 

2i 

Once the group structure of the Hamiltonian has been recognized, the 

problem has been virtually solved. In fact the system (6.29) defining 

the functions h(t), g(t) and f(t) relevant to the Wei-Norman ordering 

procedure specialises into 

(*) Strictly speaking we refer to the representation 

ft+ = \ (a+)2, K. = \ a2, K3 = \ (à à+
+à

+a) 
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h(t) = -g(t) exp(2h(t)) 

(6.58) g(t) = -h(t)g(t) -w2(t) exp(-2h(t)) 

f(t) = exp(2h(t)), h(o) = g(o) = f(o) = 0 

whose corresponding Riccati equation for h reads 

S(t) = S2(t) + «o2(t) (S=h) 

(6.59) 

(S(o)=0) 

Consequently, the auxiliary functions & and Jf defined according to 

(6.30) are independent integrals of the equation 

(6.60) V(t) + w2(t) y(t) = 0 

satisfying the initial conditions Jf(o)= 9 (o)=l, Jf(o)= ^(o)=0. With

in this framework, assuming that initially the wave-function is an 

harmonic oscillator eigenfunction and using the ordered form (6.28) of 

the evolution operator with the realisation (6.55) of the SU(1,1) 

generators, we get that at a later time t (H=l) 

*(t) = 0(t) <|i(o) = 

(jr2 +?2r1/4 jsr q : 
(6.61) = exp[i8 (t)] • rj— ' H [ ^ ] . 

[n!2>] /2 n (jf2 +J?2) /2 

u> q2 w q 2 . <s 
• exp[ *- ] , 6o(t) = - 2 — [jf+ ^ — ] -

2(Jr'2 +^ 2 ) n 2JT Jf2 +&2 

- (n+l^Otg-1 ( f (t)) 
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with H (.) Hermite polynomials and » =»(o). 

The complete solution of the problem of the time-dependent 

harmonic oscillator requires obviously the knowledge of the (f,g,h) 

functions. A more accurate analysis should be in order to decide under 

what conditions Eqs (6.58) can' be solved exactly. However in some 

cases as in that of the slowly varying frequency a perturbative treat

ment may give interesting answers. For further comments the reader is 

addressed to Ref. 25. 

6.5 Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Lens-Like Media 

In this and in the next subsection we will show how the above 

discussed mathematical techniques, mostly developed within the frame

work of quantum mechanics, apply as well to classical optics. 

The first problem we consider is the paraxial propagation in 
26 SR-60 

optical media ' . The e.m. wave propagation in media is well 

described by the Maxwell equations. However Fock and Leontovich have 

shown that the equations describing the behavior of paraxial light 

beams, i.e. those containing rays parallel to the optical axis of the 

system, can be replaced with very good accuracy by a parabolyc-type 

equation, fully equivalent to a Schrodinger equation. The Fock-

-Leontovich approximation holds for other physical processes like the 
62 

acoustic wave propagation in water or solids and for elastic waves 

in geophysics 

More in general we can say that any wave process may be reduced 

to a Schrodinger problem if its propagation obeys the Helmholtz equa-

tion and if the corresponding wave beam is paraxial. The importance of 

the Fock-Leontovich result does not necessitate much comment, one can 

indeed apply the welth of well estabilished mathematical methods to a 

wide class of physical problems substantially so different. 

Schrodinger type equations have been widely exploited during the 

last twenty years to treat in detail the wave propagation in non-homo

geneous media and the analogy with the quantum mechanics has been 

useful to estabilish important results. 

The scalar Helmholtz equation 

(6.62) V2u + k2u = 0 
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for the wave propagation in an optically inhomogeneous medium with a 

refractive index exhibiting a parabolic dependence on the transverse 
68 

(x,y) coordinates can be recast in the form 

(6.63) V2u + ko(z)[ko(z) - k2x(z)x
2 - k2y(z)y

2]u = 0 

k (z) is the wave-number on the axis of propagation and k2 2 are t̂ ie 

expansion coefficients. 

Making the usual transformation 

(6.64) u(x,y,z) = exp{-i ? kQ(z' )dz' }»|»(x,y,z) 
o 

and assuming that i|i(x,y,z) is a slowly varying function of z, we get 

from (6.63) 

(6'65> <R* + I**) *-2iko<z) li ̂ 4 koW)- k,W' 

[k2x(z)x
2 + k2y(z)y

2]* = 0 

We can further simplify the above equation assuming variables 

separation, which yields the following harmonic oscillator Schròdinger-

-type equation 

i a2 k2(z) a 

where 
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H = x,y , k2(z) = k 2 x,2y^ 

(6.67) 

<K*,y,z) = liT7J5-]1/2 f(x,z) -f(y,z) 

The problem of solving the Helmholtz equation, in the actual conditions, 

has therefore been reduced to that of solving an equation which formal

ly resembles a Schrodinger one for a harmonic oscillator with "time"-

-dependent mass and frequency not necessarily real functions. 

These are not major drawbacks and we tackle the solution of 

Eq. (6.66) using the algebraic technique previously exploited to study 

the dynamical evolution of the quantum oscillator. 

Operatorial techniques in classical optics are not new. Van der 

Lugt introduced the operatorial notation into coherent optics to 

simplify, in some special cases, the arising mathematical difficulties. 

This early suggestion was later elaborated by Butterweck who 

extended the simple Vander Lugt notation into a more comprehensive set 

of system operators. 

More recently Stoler has pointed out the structural similarity 

between physical optics and quantum mechanics, thus indicating the pos

sibility of utilizing the well understood and reliable mathematical 

techniques developed in quantum mechanics to treat the evolution of a 

light wave through an optical system. Later Bacry and Cadilhac show

ed that in the paraxial approximation, lens transfer and free space 

propagation are described by a set of operators belonging to the 

metaplectic group, isomorphic to the symplectic group of ray-transfer 

matrices representing the same systems in the framework of geometrical 

optics. 

We have developed both the points of view of Stoler and Bacry and 

Cadilhac. In fact it has been shown that the paraxial propagation in 3 

lens-like medium can be described using a Schrodinger-like equat 

with a "time"-dependent harmonic potential. Therefore, according 

what has been stated in the previous subsection we can embed th<* 

"dynamical variables" of the problem to get SU(1,1) as a non-invariance 

group (see Eq. (6.55) and Refs 64). Algebraic ordering methods are then 
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used to decribe the wave propagation in terms of an evolution operator. 

An interpretation of this operator is given, combining indeed both the 

properties of the SU(1,1) generators and those of the ray matrices its 

effect is understood as that of the propagation through a straight 

section, a thin lens and a beam expander. Finally the well-known 

results of the propagation in a medium with a transverse profile 

constant along the propagation axis are rederived as a particular case 

of the present formalism. 

In operatorial terms Eq. (6.66) can be rewritten in the following 

compact form 

(6.68) i || = Hf 

where the "Hamiltonian" operator H is a "time" dependent linear com

bination of SU(1,1) generators, namely, 

(6.69) H = ^ - ^ K. + ik2(z)K+ 

The reason we characterized ft as a "Hamiltonian" operator is due to the 

fact that it is not necessarily hermitian, since k0 2(z) can be real or 
» 

complex functions of z. The possible non-hermitian nature of H does not 

create additional troubles in solving (6.69) and we will utilize the 

already widely exploited algebraic methods, with a few minor changes 

only. 

We can indeed introduce an appropriate evolution operator, not 

necessarily unitary, such that 

(6.70) f(z) = 0(z,zo) f(zQ) 

and obeying the equation 
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(6.71) 

i |^ O(z,zo) = H(z) U(z,zo) 

0(z ,z ) = 1 v o' o 

A straightforward solution of (6.71) is hampered by the "time"-depen-

dence of the "Hamiltonian", but according to its SU(1,1) structure, 

the underlying ordering problem can be overcome by means of the Wei-

-Norman method, thus writing 

(6.72) U(z,z ) = exp{2uK3} exp{vK+} exp{-wKj i 

where the functions u,v,w obey the following system cf differential 

equations (the prime means d/dz) 

, _ 1 2u 
u = i—T—T ve 

(6.73) v' = k2(z) e'
2u - vu' 

w' = " FTiT fi2U ' " ^ = ^ = w(2o> = ° 
0 

whose solution depends on the Riccati equation 

o d k 2 ( z ) 

h' +h2+4£n(ko(z))]h + y ^ = 0 

(6.74) 

(h = - u' , h(zQ) = 0) 

According to what has been previously discussed it is convinient to 
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introduce the functions 

(6.75) <U- exp(-u) , UT- w exp(-u) 

linearly independent solutions of the second order differential equation 

d Mz) 
(6.76) I" + [^ £n(ko(z))H' ^-j^r- £ = 0 

o ' 

with initial conditions 

<2f(zo) = 1 , #'(zo) = 0 

(6.77) 

T^(z ) = 0 , 1T'(Z ) = - r-4—. * o' ' " v oy k (z ) o o 

It is worth stressing that Eq. (6.76) is identical to that of the ray 

68 

paraxial propagation in a medium of the type considered. The ana

lytical solution of (6.74) and (6.76) depends on the functional form 

of k and k2- Following the previously discussed mapping procedure a 

class of k0 2 functions allowing analytical solutions can be indicated. 

This problem together with its physical meaning has been discussed in 

Ref. 69. 

It is evident that the functional form of u,v and w defines com

pletely the "evolution" operator, which within this framework might be 

more appropriately recognized as a propagation operator (PO). 

We will now discuss a possible interpretation of PO restricting to 

the case in which ko 2 are r e al functions of z. 

To clarify the physical meaning of PO, we follow the suggestion 

put forward in Ref. 25. We consider therefore a Gaussian beam obeying 

the propagation equation 
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(6.78) ( ^ - 2iko y fB(n,«) = 0 

where 

o o 

(6.79) f n (n ,z ) = [-^-)1/2 —1~ Hn(V2 s j i j ) e x P { - i k o ( z + ^ T n ^ ) } . 

exp{i (n+l /2)tg- 1 ( ^ 2 ) } 
o 

with Hn (*) Hermite polynomials and 
n 

U)o = u»(o) , w2(z) =u)2 [ l + ( z / z R ) 2 ] 

TUl) n i l » 

t , OA-y 0 , _ 2/t 1 _ 1 . A 
(6.80) z R - " X - , ^ - r - ' o J z J - R M " 1 i ^ T U 

R(z) = z [ l + ( ^ ) 2 ] 

A rather immediate interpretation of the operator exp[-wK_] 

follows from (6.78); indeed since 

(6.81) exp[-wK_] = exp[w(ì ^ ) ] = exp[-w(ko \$\ 

i t s e f fect on f (n»0), i . e . 
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(6.82) expl-wKj f^n.O) = fn(n, -wkQ) 

is immediately understood as fully equivalent to that of the propaga

tion through a straight section, of length -wK , whose ray-matrix re-
0 68 

presentation (usually adopted in paraxial optics) is 

1 -wk 
(6.83) ' ° 

" 0 

The action of the operator exp[vK ] on f ((],z) is straightforward 

exp(vK+) fn(q,z) = 

(6'84) = I ^ , 1 / 2 ^ H n ( V 2 ^ ) e X P H ^ ' 

• exp{i(n+l/2)tg-i (^)J exp{- \ k \ 4-y - v-) q2} 

TOO2 2 ° q(z) k 
0 0 

and secures an interpretation of the operator as a thin lens with focal 

length f=k /v or in matrix form 

(6.85) 

-v/ko 1 

Finally, since 

(6.86) exp(2uK3) ln(f),z) = e u / 2 fn(ne
u,z) 
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the following matrix representation for this operator can be used 

u 
e 

We can therefore rewrite PO in the more suggestive matrix form 

1 -w(z)kj 

-v(z)/kQ 1 / \ 0 1 / 

/ 

i 
k o ( z ) ko ( 2 ) =?' 

k k 
o o 

(6.88) 

where 

(6.89) ^ = - k IT o 

The relation (6.88) provides a immediate interpretation of the operator 

G(z,z ) as representing the propagation through a straight section, a 

thin lens and a beam expander. Let us also stress that as a useful 

by-product of the representation (6.88) the application of the ABCD 

law yields the following expression for the complex beam radius 

^o o 
(6.90) q(z) = , qQ = q(o) 

(ko(z)/ko)rqo " \{z)W* 
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Just to recover a well-known result, we can consider the case in which 

both ko 2 are constants, thus getting for 11 and "W 
» 

(6.91) <*= cos(Vj^ z) , *"= - —± sin(Vj^ z) 

o Vk2*k0 © 

and for q(z) the familiar expression 

*2 k^ k7 
cos(V^- z) qo + Vj^ sin(Vj- z) 

(6.92) q(z) = °- °-

k2 k2 k2 
- Vg- sin(Vp z) qQ + cos(Vj- z) 

o o o 

Let us finally discuss how PO transforms an input Gaussian beam, 

namely 

U (z,0) fn(H,0) = 

Vn 2nn! [#Mu(-wko)J
 /2 n ^w(-wko) 

(6.93) 

• exp[iw k2] expI-Kn+l^Jtg-1 (M^l ) ] . 
0 u>2 

o 

k n2 , k (z) 

2 « q(-wko) kQ 

The results of this subsection complete our analysis of the relevance 

of the algebraic methods to wave propagation in a nonhomogeneous 
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•diua. A significant aaount of work is however in progress to extend 

lie present results to 

possible gain or losses. 

the present results to k 2 coaplex functions of z to account for 

6.6 Optical Pulse Propagation in FEL 

We have already Mentioned the possibility of having non Heraitian 

"Haailtonian" operators in physical probleas relevant to the optical 

propagation. As a specific example we will discuss the pulse evolution in 

Free Electron Lasers (FEL) and we will show that, under appropriate con

ditions, the FEL electric field obeys a non-heraitian Schrodinger equa

tion with a harmonic-type Haailtonian. 

Before entering more technical details let us briefly recall what 

an FEL is. In an FEL a bunch of ultrarelativistic electrons is injected 

into an N-period magnetic undulator where it undergoes transverse oscil

lations and emits radiation at fixed wavelength \ . Such radiation, 

stored in an optical cavity, copropagates throughout the magnet together 

with a new bunch and becomes amplified by the mechanism of stimulated 

bremsstrahlung . The electron beam produced by a R.F. accelerator is 

characterized by a series of bunches with a r.m.s. longitudinal length 

o . Due to the different speed of the radiation and electron pulses, 

the former will advance a net slippage distance A=NX at the end of the 

undulator. The fundamental lengths of the problem, A and a , define 

the dimensionless coupling parameter u = A/o , which is a measure of 

the relative slippage of the laser pulse with respect to the electron 

pulse and also determines the number of longitudinal nodes coupled 

by the FEL interaction. The long electron bunch limit refers to a 

situation where u « 1. 
c 

The equation defining the space-time evolution of the optical 

electric field E(z,t) for an FEL operating in the low gain and small 

signal regime with a bunched e-beam reads 

2Tc a^O + C v v [ V o . ^ - ' j , E ( f | t ) + A6go «%£1 

(6.94) 
e (2n) ^2 

= -i -Zfir- i t dn neivon/A E(z+n,t) £ * &• £<«•) 
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where g is the saall-signal gain coefficient and v is the 

resonance parameter. Furthermore y- denotes the cavity losses, 

6=2c6t/g A the delay parameter, 6t is the time difference 

between the electron pulse-pulse period and the cavity round-

-trip T and f(z) is the electron distribution. 

The above equation is valid in a time scale large compared 

with the cavity round-trip period ? ; time t is t=nT where n 

is an integer denoting the nth cavity round-trip of the 

laser pulse. The l.h.s. of Eq. (6.94) accounts for the 

"free-propagation", while the r.h.s. describes the laser-electron 

beam interaction and contains thus all the informations connect

ed with the slippage of the radiation pulse and the concurrent 

lethargy. Equation (6.94) translates mathematically the intuitive 

idea of the lethargic behavior, i.e. the laser pulse is pushed 

back toward the trailing edge of the e-bunch by the FEL-interac-

tion with the consequence of slowing down the oscillation period of 

the laser pulse inside of the opical cavity. 

Analytical solutions of Eq. (6.94) can be found in two 

limiting cases corresponding to short and long e-bunch configura

tions . We will be interested in the latter case and assume 

that the interaction is mainly centered around the maximum of 

the e-bunch distribution. Expanding the r.h.s. of Eq. (6.94) 

up to the second order- in A and assuming that the laser pulse 

is centered about the maximum of the electron beam distribution, 

we obtain 

aE(t.t) Mc G2(v ) YT, „ . 
- 5 T - - (Mv0) [ i+- | ( c ^ ) 2 ] - ^ } E(C,t> 

(6.95) 

• Mc(G3(vo)-6) 2 ^ « l l + \ {McG4(v0) | p -GiOgC1} i « f t ) 
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where we have defined 

(6.96) 

E(C,t) =E(t,l) exp{-i0 lvo-n(^);
l](t-To)} , 

t - 2 + * „ °_ T _ 1 o 
^ " 5" + 2 Mc G^T}' X ~ 2 Y~ z * o c 

and 

3 3 sinl/2v -
G l ( V = -2n 3v" (1+i 5v-> (-I72v-^ e xP ( i 2 Vo ) } 

(6.97) 

2 

G2(vo)=(l-i^-) Gi(v ), G3(v )=-i ̂ - Gj(v ), G4(v )=- ?— d(v ) 
0 3v ° ° 3v ° ° 3v2 ° 

0 0 O 

Introducing a pair of creation-annihilation operators defined by 

(6.98) 

a = 1/V2 (C + |^) 

à+ = 1/V2 (C - |^) 

we can rewrite Eq. (6.95) as follows 

(6.99) i || = H E 

where 
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(6.100) H = i[61 + Q(a-i+) + iuk3 + fti(K++K_)] 

and 

* . ( c t v [i • I p< { ^ , ) » j A.} 
o' °o 

(6.101) 

Q = - (G3(vJ -6) 
V2 

u»= -[M* G4(vo) +G!(vo)] 

Qi = IM* G 4(V O) - Gi(vo)l 

The non-hermitian nature of the Haniltonian operator (6.100) is due 

to the intrinsic gain or loss mechanism of the FEL process (for a 

deeper discussion of the role played by the various parameters in 

(6.100) see Refs 71,72). The time behavior of the electric field £((,,!) 

can be inferred using the method developed in the previous sections. 

Making indeed an expansion of E(£,i) in terms of the harmonic oscillator 

eigenfunctions, we get 

« 
E(£,I) = I Cn(t) u ( 0 

n=0 n n 

(6.102) u n(D = V li * n e_t /2 H it) n n U 2n n! n 

H (£) - Hermite polynomials 

The time-dependent coefficients C (x) may be evaluated from the evolu

tion operator associated to (6.100). The underlying algebraic struc-
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ture of the Haailtonian operator is recognized as the seai-direct 

sua h(4) © SU(1,1). The relevant ordering theorems have been discussed 

in Refs. 73,74 also within the fraaework of the laser light-plasaa 

scattering and are reviewed in Appendix D. 

Skipping the details of the coaputation involving only algebraic 

troubles we obtain for C (l) the expression (C (l )=6 ) 
n n o 0,0 

cn(D = e ó ( l - x o > -*'*1* •* • 

W21_ ( 1 ( I ) ) . «n ( X ( I ) ) 

where we have defined 

z d ) = [ - | ] 1 / 2 

xd) = (- ^ - ) 1 / 2 

Jf ( l ) = cosh[Q/2(t-To)]-u)/Q sinh[Q/2(t-to)] 

(6.104) J{x) = exp2 q | (u»t2Q1)(t-lo) - 2 fl/Q • ( # 2 0 , ) -

sinh[Q/4(x-t )] fli 
(Q JJ75 ?—) + jjj (urf2fl!) 

sinh[Q/4(T-t )] ft 

(fì m — ) 2 cosh [ \ (t-lo)]} 
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3>(l) = [-Q (l-xj sinch [ 2 (T-t )] + ( ) 
v »„.„. t 2 v. v 

•Q (X-I ) sinch [ 8 (t-T )]} 
5 Vl V 

f(t) = Qjd-i,,) sinch [ \ (X-I0)] 

Q = 2MC VGI(V O)G 4(V O) 

Finally using (6.103) and (6.102) and the sum rules of Hennite 

functions we can finally get a closed expression for the optical elec

tric field, namely 

ftt'.T) = e6(l"to) J IKX)11/2 ' 

fX2 Z2\ i H-22 

• explf+22-} * exp{- j ^ ^ p j 

(6.106) 

• a - m*)* i 1+2/ 

, e U , / 2 ( t" Xo ) 

• (t) = 1/V« ^.£2) 

This expression yields the space-time evolution of the FEL optical field 

in the iong-bunch approximation and displays also some features which 

have been previously analysed only numerically. For example it predicts 

that the position of the maximum of the wave-packet is a function of 

the time given by 
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(6.107) t0(l) = $p = - JM I 3Y l*& ]-» 

This result states that the packet moves back at a speed 

(6.108) t0(x) = V2« ( ax ^&y'1 ' ar* Un ^) 

This is the so called lethargyc effect which plays an important role in 

the theory and design of FEL's; for further comments the interested 

reader is addressed to Ref. 70. 
* 

7. SU(3) AND ITS APPLICATION TO QUANTUM OPTICS 

The use of the group SU(3) to study the dynamical evolution of a 

three-level system interacting with e.m. radiation seems, a posteriori, 

the natural complement of the Feynman, Vernon and Hellwarth sug

gestion of casting the two-level Schrodinger equation in the form of 

a Bloch-type equation. Although the problem of casting the three-level 

Schrodinger equation in form of a higher dimensional Bloch equation 

appears now so natural, it was long thought impossible to be solved. 

The first suggestion of the possibility of visualizing the three-level 

dynamics as an SU(3) Bloch rotation was forwarded by Elgin and then 

by Hioe and Eberly (see the first two Refs 16). These last Authors have 

indeed demonstrate the possibility of describing the dynamics of an 

n-level quantum system (driven by an e.m. interaction of "arbitrary 

strength, time dependence and resonance character") in terms of a 

rotation of a single vector (referred as "coherence vector") in an 

(n2-l)-dimensional space. 

Further analyses accomplished by Hioe have provided the condi

tions under which the dynamical space of a quantum system strongly in

teracting can be decomposed into independent subspaces, thus indicating 

subsets of independent constants of motion. Furthermore Hioe establish

ed also a clear link with the elementary particle physics, suggesting 

the fascinating idea that a parallel can be drawn between the existence 

of the various types of quarks and the corresponding soliton in the 

relevant dynamical subspace. 
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The potentiality of the technique has been further on confirmed 

in the study of the dynamics of a multilevel-type device like the FEL 

which is governed by "torque" equations formally identical to those 

stated in Ref. 16. 

We will concentrate on the three-level case, whose dynamical evolu 

tion is central to the discussion of many physical problems, such as 
78 

two-photon coherence , resonance Raman scattering and double-resonance 
79 80 81 

processes , three-level superradiance and three-level echoes 
We consider then the Hamiltonian 

H(t) = iuj.(t) T3 + iìjj f+ + fiT(t) T_ + 

(7.1) + tyt) U3 + «u 0+ + fìytt) Ù_ + 

+ WyU) Va + fìy V+ + fìv(t) V_ 

which represents the most general expression relevant to a SU(3)-type 

dynamics, UK and Q, (A= T,U,V) are non singular time-dependent func

tions real and complex respectively. In the case where H(t) is relevant 

to a three-level atom interacting with a classical external e.m. field, 

the functions UK, \ = T,U,V, specialize as the detuning between the 

frequency of the external field and the resonance frequencies of the 

atom. Accordingly, fì,, \ = T,U,V, represents the dipole transition 

moment relevant to the couple of levels, sinthetically denoted by the 

subscript X. Just to share a common language with the Geli Mann and 

82 

Ne'eman eightfold way we have adopted the usual (T,U,V)-spin nota

tion for the SU(3) generators, whose commutation rules are given in 

Appendix E. 

The Hamiltonian (7.1) underlies an SU(2) © SU(2) 0 SU(2) group 

structure rather than SU(3), which can be easily recovered by embedding 

the generators Oa and V3 to get the standard hypercharge operator 

(7.2) Y = (U3 + V3)/V3 
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The advantage of working with a redundant SU(2)0SU(2)®SU(2) struc

ture rather than directly with SU(3) is essentially due to the fact 

that the Hamiltonian operator (7.1) is a direct generalisation of the 

SU(2) case and it may allow a simpler extension of the ordering 

theorems as well as an easier comparison with the SU(2) results. 

According to the previously developed procedure we introduce the 

free Hamiltonian 

(7.3) Ho(t) = y t ) T3 + lUjjOO fi3 + tu^t) V3 

and write the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture as 

(7.4) Hj(t) = Op f_ + fy U_ + fy V_ + h.c. 

where (H=l and t =0) 

ÒpU) = Optt) exp{ - i/2 jjj [2mr(f) + ui^f) - u^t')] df} 

(7.5) Ì\j(t) = fìyU) exp{ - i/2 J* [lUjCf ) + ^ ( f ) + tu^f )] df} 

tyt) sflyU) exp{ - i/2 jjj [-««jCf ) + ^ ( f ) + 2^(1')] df} 

Within this framework the time-evolution operator writes 

(7.6) 0(t) = exp{-i jjH o(f) df} Oj(t) 

Oj(t) obeying the equation of motion 

(7.7) i ̂  Oj(t) = Hj Oj(t) , 0j(o) = Ì 
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It i s convenient to express the operator Ù, in the following 

ordered form 

Uj = exp{2hT(t) f3} exp{gT(t) f+} exp{fT(t) f j • 

(7.8) e x p ^ U ) U3} exp{gu(t) U+} expff^t) O j • 

exp{2hv(t) V3} exp{gv(t) V+} exp{fy(t) V j • 

Which apart from a minus sign in front of the f-functions is 

a direct generalization of the SU(2) ordered form. Further 

exploiting this analogy, we introduce 3ff', *& and ^-type func-

tions as l"' 

^ A ( t ) = exp[- hA(t)] 

(7.9) ^ ( t ) = fA(t) exp[- hA(t)] 

#A(t) = gA(t) exp[ hA(t)] (A=T,U,V) 

The direct application of the WN method provides us with the ordering 

characteristic equations specifying the (h\»g\jf\) functions. After 

a very cumbersome algebra involving the SU(3) structural properties 
29 

reported in the Appendix E one gets 

-k 
(*) It is worth noticing that the relation &^ = &^ valid in the SU(2) 

case cannot be recovered now. 
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J t ^ = -i »u ^(1+ ^T^T) " fy V T 1 

(7.10) •*, (JTU^ ->„*„) = -I [ « u d + ^ T ^ " - « V ^ T 1 

J i j j r ^ • j r j ^ v = - i ^ ( I + * T * T ) 

^ i " W j ^ ( 1 + w + ^ w 
v j r T ( i t^^ , ) ^ T T 

with init ial conditions 

(7.11) JTx(o) = 1, * x (o) = ^ x ( o ) = 0 

according to h^(o> = g^(°)= ^ ( ° ) = 0 > 
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Although the above systea displays a soaewhat intrigued structure, 

it represents the aost general answer to the problem of the SU(3)-type 

dynamics. The solution of the systea (7.10), which provides the com

plete set of functions Jf, & and &, depends on that of three non-linear 

second-order differential equations. In fact the first three equations 

can be cast in a set of two coupled differential equations for two of 

the functions Jf-Jt ^„ and ^-JfL. We get indeed for ^L^vy and <f„ 

the equations 

at* t^W + rfBr *V V aWV + *®r W o 

= Stfij., HJJ, j^) ^ 

(7-i2) £* ^ * P < %, # a* V «<*£ <fr *u 

J. A. J. 

= s(Qj, fij), 5j)J^ JTj, 

with 

P(x,y,z) = ^ 

(7.13) q(x,y) = |x|2 + |y|2 

s(x,y,z) = iy j£ £n (x/y) - xz + y2 ^ 

and initial conditions 

• » at < V » ' = 0 

(7.14) 

fyo) = 0 9 „(o) = -iflj 
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The explicit expressions of the functions «#V, #, and -̂ ". for A=T,U 

can be obtained from the first five equations of the system (7.10). 

Finally, the last two equations of the system can be combined 

to get the following homogeneous second-order differential equation 

for Jfyi 

* V + £ - j r v + *jrv = 0 

(7.15) 

* v(o) = 1 * y(o) = 0 

where the explicit expressions of and are 

(7.16) 

The functions ^, and # v immediately follow from the last three equa

tions of the system (7.10). 

7.1 SU(3) Bloch-type Equation 

The complicated structure of the system (7.10) does not provide us 

with simple solutions, even when all the coupling functions fK are 

constants. Furthermore, it is not immediate to recognize the connec

tions with the SU(2)-type dynamics, previously discussed. 

However, an appropriate rehandling of the characteristic equations 
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(7.10) allows us to recast them in a simpler form, also suggesting the 

possibility of deriving a generalized Bloch equation in an eight-dimen

sional space, in accordance with the results of the analysis accomplish 

ed by Elgin and Hioe and Eberly. So doing, one can easily realize the 

analogy with the SU(2) case, apart from an unavoidable formal complexity 
83 

due to the higher-dimensionality. Let us introduce the new variables 

(7.17) m = J^Jfu n= 9 ^ P = ^ 

which, according to the first three equations of (7.10), obey the 

following equations of motion: 

m = -i[JLn + Hyp] 

• ' .<. 
(7.18) n = -i[n^m + Oyp] 

p = -i[njjn + J£n] , m(o)=l n(o)=p(o)=0 

The structure of Eqs (7.18) is immediately recognized as that of three 

coupled harmonic oscillators. 

By simply applying the Schwinger-Wigner realization of SU(3), we 

embed the functions (7.18) to construct an 8-dimensional vector s with 

components : 

si = mn + m n S2 = -i(mn" - m n) S3 = |n|2 - |m|2 

k k k k k k 
(7.19) S4 = mp + m p S5 = -i(mp - m p) S6 = np + n p 

S7 = -i (p*n + n*p) s8 = 1/V3 (2|p|
2 - |m|2 - |n|2) 
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After some algebra it can be checked that the time evolution of 

the vector £ occurs according to 

(7.20) sa = f a > M Qp sY (a* p * Y = l,....t8) 

where f ft are the SU(3) structure constants (esplicitely given in 

Appendix E) and Q„ (p = 1, ,8) are the components of the vector Q: 

(7.21) Q = (2 le Op, 2IlBa., 0, 2 1 ^ , 2 1 1 ^ , 216^, 21111^, 0) 

By recognizing in the right hand of Eqs (7.19) the vector product in 

an eight-dimensional Euclidean space, we can visualize the dynamical 

evolution of a three-level system (or in general of any system ruled 

by a Hamiltonian of the type (7.1)) as a rotation in an eight-dimen

sional vector space. 

The combination (7.17) of the functions J?*, <&* and ^> satisfy

ing Eqs (7.18) is not unique. In fact, the functions 

•• = ̂ TJr v+ ^,jrTsrv 

(7.22) n' = . * y r y (1+ ^ T ) + * j j * V v 

p' = ^ ^ ^ ( 1 + ^ U ^ J J ) , m(o) = p(o)=0 n(o)=l 

and 

m" = *^*^ O+^v^P *^^y 

(7.23) n" = *s*f (i+ *T*T) + sr^uJf^a+^v) 

p" = (Jfyjej,)-1 (1+ Sru^u)(l+Srv^v),-m
M(o)= n"(o)=0 p"(o)=l 

obey the same equations of motion (7.18). The check requires some 
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algebra. It is obvious that by enbedding the functions (m'.n'.p') and 

(•",n",p") according to (7.19) one gets Bloch-equations identical to 

(7.20). The set of the nine equations (7.18) for each group of (n,n,p) 

functions provides a geometrical view to the SU(3)-type dynanics and 

tine ordering. 

It is worth to stress the law of conservation relevant to Eqs 

(7.18), namely 

Imi2 + |n|2 + |p|2= 1 

(7.24) In'l2 + In'l2 + Ip'l2 = 1 

|m"|2 + |n"|2 + lp"l2 = 1 

which can be inferred directly from (7.18) or from the explicit expres

sions of the complex conjugates of the functions (7.17), (7.22) and 

(7.23). We have indeed 

m"' = 5^(1+ «^(1+ S ^ ) 

»* s-VoHv 

p = - ^ 

• '* = ̂ 5 ^ ^ + ^ ^ " V ^ V 1 0 * ^ ^ 

(7.25) n'"' = ̂ T(l+ Sfv^v)Jry - ^FyV'„ 

.* 
P = "^v'^U 
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• " * = ^ * T - - ^ < 1 + * T * T > 

T V T U V 

p " * ^ ^ 

as it can be proved by noticing that (7.25) satisfy the equations of 

aotion 

aJt. J - JL. A. J . 

»" = i(SJ, n~ + HjJ p") 

(7.26) n" = iCJSj m" + fij p") 

p* = i(iSy m* + Oy n*) 

with the same initial conditions of Eqs (7.18), (7.22) and (7.23) 

respectively. Some comments about the physical and geometrical inter

pretation of the law of conservation (7.24) are in order. It can be 

straightforwardly checked that the norm, in the Euclidean sense, of 

the vector s, which according to Eqs (7.2C) is an integral of motion, 

is explicitely given in terms of the functions (m,n,p) by the combina

tion (7.24). On the other side the physical interpretation of the 

vector s, whose components in full analogy with the two-level dynamics 

are related to the expectation values of the SU(3) generators, accord-

ing to the representation explicitely indicated in Appendix E , 

suggests the link between the law of convervation (7.24) and the 

expectation value of one of the SU(3) Casimir invariants. 

(*) We omit the check because it requires very tedious algebra without 
adding new concepts. 
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0/ 

In fact, following the procedure suggested by De Swart to 

derive the SU(3) algebraic invariants, we get 

« 1 3 x ft 8 

|s|2 = ì Z AÌ A? = I s? 
2 PA=1 * A i=l * 

(7.27) 

X3 = I A £ Aj AP 
P,A,u=l P K A 

where 

Al = S3+1/V3 s8 Af = Sl+is2 Ai = (Af)* Ag = -s3+l/V3 s 8 

Af = Sl+is3 A3 = (Af)* A3 = -V2/3 s8 Ag = s2+is3 A§ = (A§)* 

(7.28) 

We must stress that the invariants (7.27) are intrinsic in the 

sense that they are implicitely contained in the ordering procedure and 

their physical meaning is specified e.g. by the form of the initial 

wave function. 

The SU(3) dynamical aspects are still matter of an intensive 

research. We prefer however to stop the discussion at this point with' 

out entering more technical details not yet fully clarified. The in

terested reader is addressed to the current scientific literature 

widely quoted in the text. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In any mathematical investigation the question arises whether we 

can apply our results to the real world. It is however certainly true 

that the clever and elegant mathematical formulation of a physical 

problem allows not only a deeper understanding of the problem itself, 
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but «ay indicate the underlying connections between different fields 

of research. 

The previous sections represent mostly an attempt of presenting in 

a systematic way rigorous tiae-ordering techniques. The matter has been 

presented in an abstract algebraic language even though we have tried 

to suggest specific applications to physical probleas. We have seen 

that our mathematical formulation is general enough to allow the 

analysis of seemingly unrelated processes, within the framework of the 

same formalism with a few minor changes only. This is a further 

argument supporting the powerfulness and the utility of the method. 

The list of the quoted applications in the text is quite long but 

it is a selected sample only. We have indeed left out important topics 
85 

like the acousto-optic effect and so on. 

The paper has been limited to well estabilished results. We have 

infact discussed Hamiltonian operators linear combination of the ge

nerators of a Lie-algebra without any comment about possible non linear 

combinations relevant e.g. to the case of a quartic harmonic oscillator 
88 89 

or to the optical propagation with aberrations . In this case the 

best one can do is the recourse to perturbative methods as illustrated 

in Refs 77, 23,48,90. Just to give an idea of how these methods should 

be applied and what are the intrinsic drawbacks, we have devoted the 

Appendix F to the treatment of the quartic harmonic oscillator. 

We hope that the paper is enough self-contained to be a useful text 

for the pedestrians facing with the time ordering troubles for the 

first time as well as a convenient reference manual for researcher al

ready working in the field. 
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APPENDIX A 

A Glossary of Algebraic Terms 

This Appendix is devoted to a kind of glossary of all the alge

braic terms used in the text. 

Before defining what a Lie algebra is, we briefly recall what a 
91 

Lie group is 

Let us consider an n-dimensional vector space x and a transforma

tion on that space 

(A.l) x' = f(x, a) 

where f is an analytical function of its arguments. Assuming that an 

identity transformation exists and that the transformations are as-

sociatives, we say that the fs' form a Lie group when the following 

conditio is are satisfied 

(a) If x'= f(x, a) and x" = f (x', b), there exists a parameter c such 

that 

(A.2) c = $(a, b) 

where (J) is an analytical function such that 

(A.3) x" = f(x, c) 

(b) For every a there exists a unique a such that if x' = f(x, a) 

(A.4) x = f(x', a) 

The operators 
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(A.5) 

K = ? UÌV è : v = x > 2 -1=1 i 

u. . = 5 — f.(xi, x , ai a ) 
IV 3a iv l' n' *' r' 

are called the generators of the group. 

A fundamental theorem states that the commutators of the generators 
92 of a Lie group are linear combinations of the generators 

(A.6) [XM, Xv] = I W XK 

where c » are referred as the structure constants. 

The algebra of the generators is called a Lie Algebra 

From the linear independence of the coiranutators and from the rela

tion 

(A.7) [Xv, Xp] = - [XM, X v] 

it follows that 

(A'8) cvp* = ' V\ 

Furthermore the commutators satisfy the Jacobi identity 

t[xv, y ] , x A ] + [[xM , x A ] , x v ] + 

(A.9) 

+ [ [ « v V ' V * 0 
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which also fixes the following property of the structure constants 

r 
(A. 10) ^ (cVMp c m • cpAp cpv6 + cAvp cpM6) = 0 

Let us consider a subspace 3 of a Lie algebra A. B is said to be an 

ideal if the commutator of any operator in A with any operator in B 

also lies in B. 

A Lie algebra is simple if it is not Abelian and its nonzero ideal 

is A itself. 

A Lie algebra is semisimple if it has no nonzero Abelian ideals. 

Let us denote by [B,C] the subspace spanned by [XR) X-J with JL € 

B and L 6 C and define the operation 

(A.11) 0°A = A, &k = [A,A],.... 0nA = &{9n~lk) 

We say that a Lie algebra is solvable if there exists a positive 

integer number p such that 

(A. 12) 0PA= (<|>} 

The union of all solvable ideals of an algebra'is called its radical R. 

A Lie algebra A is said nilpotent if 

(A.13) [Xq,[....,[X2, X,]....]]= 0 

for Xi,...X 6 A q 

A Lie algebra A is said the semidirect sum of the subalgebra Ai 

and the ideal li (A= Ai © 11) if A i H Ij = <|> and if any element X 6 A 

can be written uniquely as a sum of elements belonging to Ai and Ii. If 

Ai and Ii are ideals of A the sum is said to be direct. 
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Levi's Theorem 

A finite dimensional Lie algebra can be expressed as the semi-

direct sum of its radical R and a semisimple subalgebra S (A = R © S ) 

Structure Theorem 

A finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra can be decomposed in 

the direct sum A = © I , where I are ideals which are simple alge-
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APPENDIX B 

The Operatorial Ordering 

We have remarked in the introduction that the non commutativity of 

operators forces us to reformulate even the simplest theorems of the 

algebra. Therefore if À and B have non vanishing commutator we 

have e.g. 

(B.l) (À+B)2 = (À2+2ÀB+B2) - [À, B] 

As it is well known the commutator of two operators obey a set of 

identities similar to the Poisson brackets 

(a) Skew symmetry [A,B] = - [B,À] 

(b) Linearity [À,bB+cC] = b[À,B] + c(À,C] 

(c) Product rule [À,BC] = [À,B]C + B[À,C] 

(d) Jacobi identity [À,[B,C]J + [B,[C,À]] + [C,[À,B]]=0 

As to the exponential of an operator A defined by the power series 

A ® 
(B.3) e = I Ak/k! 

k=0 

let us recall the important identity 

-À A 
(B.4) e e = 1 
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If A and B do not cornute i t is easy to realize that 

A B B A 
(B.5) e e = e e + [À, B] + 

After these preliminar remarks let us turn to the more specific topics 

of this Appendix. In sect 2 (Eq. (2.25)) we have used without any 

proof the operatorial identity 

, A(t) xA(t); -xA(t) A(t) 
(B.6) ^ e = [JJ dx e A e ] e 

The proof is almost straightforward, using (B.3) we get 

. A(t) » n-1 - . 
(B'7) 3t e = Z nT 1 A ( O Àtt) Àn-m_1(t) 

n=l m=0 

Then interchanging the summation order after some algebraic manipula

tions we find 

(B8) *' " Jo k=o ̂ ^ " ^ * p 

Since 

»•» TUFFITI » 'o **"** dx 

(*) Recall that 

t Bm(t) = t B(t) B(t) = \ B^t) é(t) Bn"i_1(t) 
at m times i=0 
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Eq. (B.8) transforms into 

A(t) • xmÀm e» k 

(B.10) ^ e = Si dx( I - p ) À (kZQ < ^ > Ak) 
m=0 

and therefore (B.7) is proved. 

The above relations can be utilized to derive some disentanglenent 

theorems of practical utility. 

We write in fact 

-x(À+B) -xÀ -xB 
(B.ll) e = y(x) e e 

According to (B.4) we have 

-x(À+B) xB xÀ 
(B.12) y(x) = e e e 

whose derivative with respect to x reads 

, -xÀ -xB xB xÀ 

(B.13) ^ y ( x ) =y(x) [À - e e A e e J 

y(0) = 1 

Since 

-xB ^ xB 
e A e = 

(B.14) 

=À+ x[A,B] + j - K M ] , B] + .... 

Eq. (B.13) reduces to 
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. -XÀ 2 XÀ 
(B.15) Jj- y(x) = -y(x) e {x[À,B] + \- [[À,B], B] + ...} e 

From the above relation we can derive some interesting disen

tanglement fomulae: 

1) Weyl identity 

If 

(B.16) [À,B] = k 

where k is a c-number, Eq. (B.15) turns into 

(B.17) ^ y(x) = -k x y(x) 

which once setting x=-l yields 

À+B A B -k/2 
(B.18) e = e e e 

2) Sack identity . 

For 

(B.19) (À,B] = mÀ 

we have 

2 
(B.20) [[À,B], B) = m À, [[(À.Bj, B], B] = m3À, etc. 

Therefore Eq. (B.15) yields 
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(B.21) JL y(x) = . y(x) He"*-!) 

which once integrated straightforwardly gives 

A+B B 
(B.22) e = exp[À(l- e"m)/m] e 

3) Sack-Weyl identity 9 5 . 

An ordered form for 

(B.23) [À.B] = mA + k 

can be obtained just exploiting the identity (B.22). Defining indeed 

(B.24) A = A + -
m 

we have 

(B.25) [A,B] = m A. 

Therefore 

À+B _k/m À+B _m B 

e = e e = exp[À(l-e )/m] e 

(B.26) 

• exp{k/fli[(l-e"m)/ni-l}} 

96 
4) Berry identities 

Other two interesting identities hold when 
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(B.27) IÀ,B] = «À2 

which yields 

À+B _ . B 
e = (1+.A)1'" e 

and when 

(B.28) [À,B] = mÀ1/2 

which gives the following ordered form 

À+B i. B 
(B.29) e = exp[m2/12 - m/2 À / 2 + À] e 

The above relations even though important and very often used for 

specific applications do not cover all the possible cases. 

The so called Zassenhaus formula addresses the problem of express

ing e as a product of operators regardless the specific condition on 

the commutator [A,B]. 

We formally write 

AÀ AB » \jC. 
(B.30) exp{\(A+B)} = e e 11 e J 

j=2 

Differentiating both sides of Eq. (B.30) with respect to the parameter 

X and multiplying it from the right by the inverse operator 

-X(A+B) 2 -AjC. -\B -AÀ 
(B.31) e = n e J e e 

J=0B 

yields the equation 
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• 

AÀ -AÀ AÀ AB « i AJC. 
À+B = À + e Be + e e Z l e J(iA1-1 C.) 

i=2 j=2 1 

(B.32) 

2 -AJC. -AB -AÀ 
J 

FI e e e 
j=i 

X - -X The usual expression of the operator e Y e according to Eq.(B.l4) 

allows one to obtain the relation 

» xk . » » .xp+q+i-l 
I r£ (adA)K B + I 1 -J^- (ad À)P(ad B ) q 

k=l K' i=2 p,q=0 p q ' 

(B-33) 

i-1 o» .jl. .. 
n 2 ^ — i (ad C.)1JC. = 0 
j=2 l.=0 1.! J X 

providing a recursion scheme, which may in principle be carried out to 

arbitrarily high order. 

We specify the expression (B.30) up to the 5th order by evaluat

ing the ^-operators for j=2,3,4 and 5, i.e. 

C2 = - \ [A,B] e3 = \ [À,[À,B]] + \ [B,[A,BJ] 

C4 = " 55 fA,[A,[A,B]]] - I [S;[B,[A,B]]] - J [B,[A,(A,B]]J 
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C 5 = i { 1^ [A,lA,[A,[A,B]])] + * [B,[A,[A,lA,B]]]] + 

+ I [B,[B,[A,lA,B]]]] + jl [[A,B],[A[A,B]]] + \ [[A,B],[B,[A,B]]) + 

• g IB,IB,[B,[A,B]]J]} 

(B-34) 

The Baker-Campbell-Hausoorff formula is relevant to the inverse problem, 

namely to determine C such that 

A B C 
(B.35) e e = e 

Using a procedure similar to the previous one it is possible to obtain 

C as a sum of terms of the type 

Ct = À+B C2 = \ (À,B) 

(B.36) C3 = - { 2 IÀ,[À,BJ] - \j [B,[À,B]) 

C4 = L IB,[A,[A,B]]] 
12 

We must finally point out that using a computer code Richtmyer and 

Greenspan have calculated C up t,o the order 512 and published the first 

ten terms (see the second of Ref. 19). 
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APPENDIX C 

A Collection of Ordered Forms 

This Appendix is aimed at furnishing a summary of the explicit ex

pressions into which the operator 

(C.l) exp[/J E(l') di'J+ 
o 

where T plays the role of an order parameter, specializes in some cases 

of particular relevance to physical problems, according to 

the rules of "time"-ordering and operatorial disentanglement, widely 

illustrated in the first part of the paper. 

Firstly, we review the rules of operator disentanglement, assuming 

for É(T) the simple form 

(C.2) È(T) = a(t) À + B(r) B 

The general expression provided by the Zassenhaus formula (see Appendix 

B), that is 

exp{cr(t)À + B(l)B} = exp{or(t)À} exp{B(x)B} • 

(C.3) exp{- \ Cf(t)B(t) [A,B]} • exp{ \ cr2B[À, [À,B]] + 

+ \ aB2[B,[À,B)]}... 

is in form of a series, whose convergence to a recognizable form is not 

always obvious. Therefore the following cases stand out as particularly 

interesting: 

1) If À and B commute, i.e. [A,B] = 0, 

(C.4) exp{of(T)A + B(i)B} = exp{a(t)A} exp{B(i)B} 



MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART 

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL 1010a 

(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No 2) 
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2) If A and B commute with their commutator [A,B] = C, that is 

[A,C] = [B,C] = 0, 

exp{a(x)A + B(x)B} = exp{ot(x)À} exp{B(l)Bl-

(C5) 

• exp{- \ a(x)B(x)C} 

Example 

For À and B harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators 

respectively, namely À = a and B=3, we get 

exp{ct(x)S++ B(x)a} = exp{ \ aB} exp{a(x)5+} exp{ B(t)3} = 

(C6) 

= exp{ - \ aB} exp{B(x)a} exp{a(t)a+} 

3) In correspondence with a commutation relation of the kind 

[À,B] = AÀ 

with \ c-number (i-dependent possibly), we get the so-called Sack 

identity: 

exp{a(x)À + B(x)B} = exp{ <fifo [1 - e-AB(x)] A} • 

(C.7) 

• exp{ B(x)B} = exp{B(x)B} exp{- $fe [1 - e X P ( l )] A} 

Example 

For A = a and B = a+a, which implies [A,B] = - A, we easily 
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obtain 

exp{o(l)S+ + P(t)a+aj = exp{p(t)S+à} exp{ | [ | | (l-e~P(t))5+} 

(C.8) 

= exp{- J $ (l-eP(T))S+} exp{P(l)i+a} 

Similarly for À = i and B = a a, being [À,B] = À, we find 

exp{o(x)3 + p(l)S+a} = exp{p(tU+aJ • 

(C.9) exp{- j $ (1 - e^>)a}= 

= exp{ Jjlj- (1 - e-P(l))5} exp{p(x)a+a} . 

4) An immediate generalization of the above expression gives in cor

respondence with the commutation relation 

(CIO) [À,B] = AÀ +M • 

with A and p c-numbers, the already discussed Sack-Weyl identity, 

namely 

exp{a(i)A + P(T)B} = exp{ jj a(i) [ ̂  (l-e'Ap)-l]} 

exp{ ̂  ( l - e ^ À } • exp{p(T)B} = 

( C , 1 1 ) u 1 XB 
exp{- H a(t) [ Ì- (l-e*P)+l]} 

A Ap 

exp{p(t)B} exp{- £g (l-eXP)A} 
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Example 

ff A = a and B = a à • y(i)à, [À,B] = -À-yCt), therefore 

exp{a(i)a + ^(I)[à'a + y(i)a]} = 

expH(T)ad) [ i (l-eAB)+l]} 

(C.12) exp{- | (l-eP)a+} exp{Y(l-e~P)a} exp{ B(T)a+a} 

= exp{Y(T)a(t)[ ì (l-e~
B)-l]} exp{B(l)à+S} 

• exp{-Y(l)(l-eP)à} exp{ g (l-e~B)à+} 

5) Lastly, it is worth considering the case where 

(C.13) È(x) = a(t)À + B(t)B + v(t)C 

where A,B and C realize a simple split three-dimensional Lie algebra: 

(C.14) [A,B] = B [A,C] = -C [B,C] = 6À 

It is possible to uncouple the operators in the form 

(C.15) exp{È(T)} = exp{a(t)À} exp{b(l)B} exp{c(i)C} 

where the functions a(t), b(l) and c(t) are determined by the system 
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a = a - Ócb 

(C.16) b = P e" a ( T ) + ? ^ c 

c = Y e 

2 

a(l) 

whose initial conditions are defined by that relevant to exp{E(x)}. The 

solutions of this system can be easily inferred by that of the following 

Riccati equation for a: 

2 Y . . Y 
(C.17) 2a - a2 - — a + 2a T + 26yp + a

2 - a = 0 
Y Y 

Example 

For Cf(x) = a I, p(x) = p X and y(x) = -p*x, the solutions of the 

system (C.16), which go to zero for x = x = 0, have the form 

a(x) = -21og [cosh 2X " n^ sinn 2 ^ 

b(x) = ~ -jr siDl» 2X ^cosh 2T ~ <T sinh 2T^ 

(C.18) 

Q J . 

c(x) = - ^ S i n h ^ / 2 • 
y [coshQx/2 - a/Q sinhQx/2] 

Q * V«J - 2ÓIPJ2 

We give now a list of expressions for the operator (C.l) in correspon

dence with some specific forms of £(x). 
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1) If È(x) = a(x)È+ + P(x)È, where È and É + are the shifting operators 

(C.19) exp[jj È(x,)dx']+=exp(/J cr(x')dx' È
+) exp(J* P(x')dx« È) 

2) For È(x) = a(x)a+S + 0(x)à+ + Y(X)S + 6(x), we obtain 

I"* gf-rt\Ar' 5+S 

(C.20) 

exp[J* È(x')dx']+ = exp(d(x)I) exp{J* a(x')dx' a
+à} 

• exp{b(x)à+} exp{c(x)à} 

with 

b(x) = P(x) exP{- S\ a(x')dx'} 
o 

(C.21) 

c(x) = Y(t) exp{ S\ a(x')dx'} 

d(x) = 6(x) + b(x) c(x) 

Example 

For a(t) = -iart (an real), p(x) = -ipn, Y(x) = -ip* and 6=0, we 

have 
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exp[J^ È(x')dx']+ = exp{d(l)} exp{-ioroTS+5} 

exp{b(t)i+} exp{-b*(x)S} 

with 

iff 1/2 sino T/2 

oe a/2 
b(x) = -iB e ° 

(C.22) 

d(i) = - \ |b(i)|2 + i f fi |b(x')|2 dx' 

3) If É(x) is a x-dependent linear combination of the genrators of a 

simple split three-dimensional Lie algebra: 

(C.23) È(x) = a(x)À + B(x)B + Y(X)C 

with [A,B] = B, [A,C] = -C and [B,C] = ÓÀ, one gets 

(C.24) exp[jj É(x')dx']+ = exp{a(x)À} exp{b(x)B} exp{c(x)C} 
o 

The functions a,b and c are determined by the system 

a = a - 6bc 

(C.25) b = 8 e"a + | b2 c 

c = yea, a(Xo) = b(xQ) = C(X Q) = 0 

Example 

In particular, for a(x) = -iaQ (aQ real), B(x) = -ipo, y(x) = -iB* 

and X = 0, the functions a,b and c specialize as 
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a(x) = -21og [cos QX/2 - ioo/Q sin Qx/2] 

2ip 
b(x) = - -Q-^ sin Qx/2 [cos Qx/2 - iOQ/Q sinQx/2] 

(C.26) 

2ip* sin Qx/2 
c(x) = - - ^ 

v [cos Qx/2 - iOo/Q sinQx/2j 

Q = Vor£ + 26|Pol* 
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APPENDIX D 

In sect (2.4) we have discussed the W.N. algebraic ordering 

•ethod. We have also analysed the case in which the Haailtonian operator 

is the eleaent of an algebra which can be decomposed into the seaidirect 

sun of its radical and a senisimple subalgebra S. 

This is just the case of Haailtonians of the type 

„+ H = I [u).(t) àTa. +0.(t)3. + h.c] 
** •*—1 X X X X 

(D.la) 

+ T(t) 523! + r"(t) ajit 

2 + 
Hb = I [w^t) i*«i + fli(t)ai + h.c] 

CD.lb) 

+ r(t) ata2 + r*(t) àUi 

whose underlying group structure is easily recognised to be h(4) + 

SU(1,1) and h(4) + SU(2) respectively. The evolution operator associat

ed to the above Hamiltonians has been discussed in Refs 73,74 and this 

work has been motivated by the fact that the Hamiltonians (D.l) appear 

in physical .problems like the generation of squeezed states in laser-
97 

-plasma scattering and in the pulse propagation in FEL. 

The two cases will be discussed separately. 

(a) h(4)@SU(l,l) 

It is convenient to rewrite (D.la) as 

(D.2) Ha = H
(o)+ V (t) 
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where the unperturbed Haailtonian H is given by 

(D.3) H<o)= I io.(t) a*a. 
a i=l x x x 

We can therefore write an interaction Haailtonian as follows 

Hp}= 2 lfl.(t) a. +h.c] 
a j=l J J 

(D.4) 

+ T(t)R_ + T(t)K+ 

whose time-dependent coupling constants 0(t) and F(t) are given by 

(D.5) 

QjU) sQjU) exp[- i j J ^ C f )d f ] 

T(t) = r(t) exp{-i /J [uijCf ) + u>2(t')] dt'} 

According to sect 2.4 (Eq. (2.56)) the evolution operator can be 

written in the form 

(D.6) Ù(a)= 0<a) 0<a) 0<a) 

where 0**\ Ù^and 0Ìa^obey the following differential equations 
O D K 

(H=D 
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3Ù*a) (o) (a) (a) 

-3F- = «a °o i °o <°> = 1 

3Ù*a* 
(D.7) i -g|- = [r*(t)K+ + T(t)Kj 0<

a); 0<a)(0) = Ì 

i -gf- = {[*i(t)ii + y2(t)52] + h.c.} 0<
a); U<a)(0) = i 

The functions >i 2(0 are given by 

i(t) fi2(t)\/JT*> 

with and defined by Eqs (6.30). 

The time-ordered forms, solutions of (D.7), can be obtained almost 

straightforwardly. We get indeed 

2 

(D.9) Ù<a)= n exp[ -i J* M f ) df s Y ] 
" 1 """1 ** J J 

Furthermore 

(D.IO) f^a)= exp{2h(t) R3} exp{g(t)K+} exp{-f(t)*J 

and the functions (h,g,f) obey the system of differential equations 
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K - • r 2h h = -l r g e 

* 

(D.ll) g = -i T e'2h - h g 

f = if e2h, h(o)= g(o) = g(o) = 0 

Finally we have 

2 
0<ai n exp{ ill. SÌ Y*(f ) P.(f) df} • 

j=l J J 

• exp{- \ |p\|2} • exp[-ip*(t) a p • 

(D.12) • exp[-ip\.(t) a\] ; 

Pj(t) = ;0 Yj(t') df 

(b) h(4)©SU(2) 

This case closely parallels that just discussed, we find therefore 

(D.13) 0<b> = 0<b> 0<b> 0<b> 

where (fl = 1) 

2 
(D.14) 0 ^ n exp[ -i J* to.(f ) df a* S.J 

O 4 — 1 " J J J 

and 
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(D.15) 0<b)= exp{2h(t)J3} exp{g(t)j+} exp{-f(t)jj 

The functions (h,g,f) are specified by 

J _ . i« 2h h = l r g e 

(D.16) g = -ire" 2 h 

f = i f e 2 h , T(t) = T(t) exp{-i % [wtU^-unCt^JdfJ 

with the usual in i t ia l conditions h(o) = g(o) = f(o) = 0. 

Finally fljp writes like (D.12) with the only difference that the y 

functions are defined by 

Yi(t) = Bi(t) JfU) + fi2(t) j r * ( t ) 

t 

(D.17) y2(t) = fi2(t) JT*(t) - fi,(t) ^ ( t ) 

B.(t) =Q}(t) exp{-i j J s j jU ' ) d f } 

We have already mentioned the relevance of the above results to physics 

probleas. We have also discussed their application to pulses propaga

tion in FEL, we will now briefly analyse the problea of the non 
73 

Poissonian effects in laser-plasma scattering . 

In Ref. 97 it has been shown that the Hamiltonian operator relevant 

to this process is of the type 

(D.18) fi = w ft3 • «i IK+ • * J + «2(a + a
+) 
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where the generators K3, K+ are realised by 

K3 = T (a a + aa ) 

(D.19) 

R+ = ì(à
+)2, K_ = \ a2 

The evolution operator for the Hamiltonian (D.18) can be written in the 

form 

0(t) = exp[g6(t) 1] • exp{2h(t)K3} 

(D.20) exp{g(t)K+} • exp{ - f ( t )U • 

• exp{g4(t) a } • exp{-g5(t) a} 

where 

« 

(D.2)) 2h(t) = 2h(t) - iu»Qt 

and (see Eqs (6.46)) 

h(t) = - An (1+Cf2(t)] -in(t)+iu)Q I 

g(t) = - ia(t) ( l+a 2 ( t ) ) 1 / 2 exp[in(t)] 

f(t) = ia(t) ( l+a 2(t))" 1 / z exp[-in(t)] 

sin(Qt/4) 1/ 

84 (t) = fì2 (-Q75 ) ' [1-4 0i/Q2(u>o-20i)iin2 Qt/4] / 2 • 
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• exp{-itg-i [(j^aj-) / 2 ' ctg if))] 
o * 

gs(t) = gt(t) 

j s inQt /4 Qx 

ge(t) = - f (02 - Q 7 5 - ) 2 II-* Q2 (^-aQxìsin2 f ] 

+2i ^ ( V 2 f i l ) ( t - ^ ^ ) , Q = f%m 

a(t) = Ql 2*jj^t 

H = tg-1 (u»Q/Q tg Q/2 t) 

(D. 22) 

A Hamiltonian of the type (D.18) may not preserve under time evolu 
73 — 

tion both SU(1,1) and Glauber coherent states . To better clarify 

this point let us consider an initially Glauber coherent state, under

going an interaction governed by the Hamiltonian (D.18). Such a state 

will evolve in time according to 

» -|a |2/2 » 
(D.23) i|>(t) = I a n I C.(t) |n+£> 

n=0 Vn! *=-n * 

where |cr |2 is the average number of photons in the input wave and the 
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time-dependent probability amplitude C.(t) can be evaluated from the 

matrix elements 

(D.24) C£(t) = <n+£|U(t) |n> 

which after some algebra explicitely reads 

2h-iw t 
C£(t) = exp{g6(t) + [l+2(n+£)( 5-^-)]} 

(D.25) • m^JT uM l[ni] ^ t&plH)* • 
q=0 q" * 

q 2gj(t) m v i f 2 " [g4(t)g5(t)] 

m=-U/2) ( - 8 ^ ~ ) ^ S y r (n+*-2q+2m)! 

where the symbol [a] denotes the largest integer less or equal to a and 

L (x) are the generalized Laguerre polynomials. 

The state t|i possesses the features of a Glauber and a SU(1,1) 

coherent state but it is neither of both. Indeed, as a straightforward 

check it can be easily proved that setting fti=0 (D.25) reduces to 

C0(t) I = VnT77n+UT l«i(t)]£ • exp{-i(l+2n) u>/4 t} • 

(D.26) 

• exp{i u>0/4 j j | a i ( f ) |*df ) e " | o , l ( t ) , 2 / 2 I* l |a1(t) |2] ; 

sinio t/4 
ai(t) = -i fi2 —^-jji~ 
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vhich yields a Glauber coherent state at any time t. On the other side, 

setting 02 = 0 the probability amplitude (D.25) becomes 

/ .v - / 0 2h-iu» t 
C0(t) = [ * £ V / 2 exp{[l+2(n+£)] (—,-^) 

(D.27) • Vn!(n+Ì)! H* [g( t ) - f ( t ) ] 
n 

» [n/2] ( - l )m (x/2)m 

OC(x) = Z ) 
n m=o 2 m! (n-2m) ! U/2+m) ! 

which for an initially vacuum field yields SU(1,1) coherent states 

according to the results of Ref. 49. 
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APPENDIX E 

The generators F (ot=l,...8) of the SU(3) group obey the commuta

tion relations 

(E.l) lFa,FB] = i faBy Fy 

where the structure constans f R v are totally antisymmetric in all 

three indices; their value is defined by the specific choice of the f 

operators. In the present paper we have assumed for the SU(3) generators 

the following 3x3 representation 

F 2 = h 

/0 0 -1\ /0 0 0\ 

F = ij 0 0 0 J F6 =- |j 0 0 1 J 

\1 0 0/ \0 1 0/ 

(0 0 0\ /l 0 0 \ 

0 0 l ) f8= ̂ l o 1 0 J 
0 -1 0/ \0 0 - 2 / 

(E.2) 

Therefore the only nonvanishing values of fagY are permutations of the 

following 
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apy: 123 165 174 264 275 345 367 458 678 

(E.3) 

fapY: * "1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 "1/2 ^3/2 ^3/2 

It is well to specify the relation between the SU(3) generators and 

those of the product SU(2) x SU(2) x SU(2) relevant to the discussion 

of the SU(3)-type dynamics accomplished in Sect 7. We have assuaed 

indeed the following correspondence 

(E.4) (Fi,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8) s (Ìi,t2,t3,ui,Ù2»?i.?2,*) 

with Y given by 

03 + V3 

* " - j r -

and O3 and V3 easily inferred from 

(E.5) [ O L O Z ] = i03 , [Vuh) = iV3 
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APPENDIX F 

The study of one-dimensional anharmonic oscillators has raised a 

considerable deal of interest because of its varied applications rang-
98 99 

ing from field theory to molecular Physics . The anharmonic oscil

lator may play as well a significant role in understanding the effect 

of aberrations on the propagation of a Gaussian beam. 

In this Appendix we will treat the problem using the algebraic 

methods developed in the paper and in view of the perspective applica

tions to the optical propagation we will discuss the time evolution 

of harmonic oscillator eigenstate undergoing an interaction governed by 

a Hamiltonian of the type 

(F.l) H = ^ + ^ + | q < . 

Where we have assumed tf = m = to = 1 and e is a small parameter. Using 

the realization of the SU(1,1) generators in terms of the p,q variables 

(see Eqs (6.55)). The Hamiltonian (F. 1) can be written as 

(F.2) ft = -i(K+ + K_) - e K* . 

According to the Wei-Normann method and to the specific rehandlings 

of Ref (881, the evolution operator relevant to the Hamiltonian (F.2) 

can be written in the ordered form (t = 0) 

0(t) = exp {4ea(t) K$} exp fep(t) K*} exp {ey(t) K2_) • 

• exp {2e6(t) K3K+} exp {-2e9(t) K 3KJ • 

(F.3) 

• exp {-eX(t) K +Kj exp {2gl(t) K3} exp {g2(t) K+} • 

• exp {-g3(t) KJ 
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where the various functions .entering the above expression will be spe

cified later. Note that when e = 0 the ordered form (F.3) yields 

authomatically the case of the harmonic oscillator discussed in 

Sect 6.A. Since e is a perturbation parameter the g-functions can be 

expressed in terms of the unperturbed ones by an expansion up to the 

first order in e 

gl(t) = h(t) + LhHt) 

(F.4) g2(t) s g(t) + eg^t) 

g3(t) = f(t) + £f»(t) 

where (h,g,f) are known from the previous analysis and (h^g^f 1) are 

still to be determined. 

Skipping, for the sake of conciseness, the rather tedious mathe

matical details, we report the explicit expressions of the various 

functions entering (F.3). The ot,p,y etc. functions are defined by a 

system of non-linear differential equations, determined by the group 

structure constants of the SU(1,1) group and by the coefficients of the 

linear combination (F.2). At first order in e such system can be solved 

exactly, thus yielding 

Cf(t) = g t - 22 sin At 

p(t) = | it + j2 s i n ^t + 5 sin 2t 

Y(t) = g it + 22 sin At - I sin 2t 

6(t) = - Ì sin2t (1 • cos2t) 
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6(t) = I sin4t 

A(t) = -2a(t) 

(F. 5) 

The (f,g,h) functions are given by 

(F.6) h(t) = - in cost, f = tgt, g = - 1/2 sin 2t 

while the (f1,g1,h1) are defined by the following system of first order 

differential equations 

h1 + fg1 + gf1 + 26 = 0 

(F.7) e^ lg 1 - g2*1 - Zgfg1 + 2h*g - 2fg2hi] -2(\-2a+p) = 0 

2y + e' 2 h f1 - 2b.1 - 4a = 0, h^O) = f»(0) = g^O) = 0. 

l 
which can be easily solved once h is known. 

It is easy to get from (F.7) the following second order dif

ferential equation for h 

* _ • (F.8) h - 2h h + 2(Y-P) + 2(y - 2ò) h = 0 

whose solution yields the functions (h^g^f 1) as 
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h1 = I [tgt - ! sin 2t + |g sin 4t + |] 

(F.9) g1 = - ì sin2t [sin2t + 2cos4t] 

f i _ i_ sin
4t 

cos't 

The dynamical evolution of the system at first order in e is 

practically specified. 

Assuming, indeed, that initially the wave function is a harmonic 

oscillator eigenfunction, the state evolves according to' 

2 

(F.10) «|>£(t) = U(e,t) i|>(0), 4»(0) = * e"q /2 Hn(q) 

Vn!2nVn 

where H (q) are the Hermite polynomials. 

Using the operatorial properties of the K-operators after some 

algebra we find 

-i(n+l/2)t 2/2 
(F.ll) *£(t) 3

 e e q {An(t) + i Dn(t) } 

VnlVn 2 n 

where the time dependent functions A (t) and D (t) read 

An(t) = {1 + g (3(2n+l) sin
4t + 2q2tg2t(7 cos4t • 2 sin4t) -

- 2q2(2n+l) sin4.t - q4 sin22t} H (q) + \ nq {q2 sin22t + 

+ 2(2n+l) sin4t} Hn_j(q). 
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DQ(t) = e {- i 5 (2n+l) Y(t) + I sin2t (2+sin2t) + ̂ (2n+l) • (g sin4t 

sin 2t - | t) + |- sin2t ( 1 - 8 sin2t) + |g (sin2t + | t -

- I sin4t)} H (q) + e { ^ sin2t sin
2t - inq3 yU)} H .(q) + 

+ ie n(n-l) q2 *(t) Hn_2-

We should add a few comments on the validity of the method utilized. 

The analysis so far developed is grounded on the so called straight

forward expansion , which allows the presence of secular terms and 

therefore the solution is valid for short times only (in the present 

case t < n/2). The appearence of secular terms can be prevented using 

the Lindstedt-Poincarè technique which makes the expansion uniformly 

valid. For a recent discussion on the occurrence of secular terms in 

the anharmonic oscillator problems the reader is addressed to Ref. 

(101). 
98 

As a final comment we must also recall that Bender and Wu have 

shown that a power series expansion of the energy eigenvalues is diver

gent for any e > 0, no matter how small. 

In the large e regime it is possible to rescale the variable 
102 

according to the Symanzik suggestion , i.e. 

(F.12) q = 4|)' 1 / 6 y 

so that from (F.l) follows that 

(F*.13) H(l, £) = (|)1/3 H((|)"1/3, 1). 

The Hamiltonian H((e'4) , 1) may be written in a second-quantiz

ed form as 
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(F.14) H((|)"1/3, 1) = (l+à + 1/2) - \ X(à+ + à ) 2 + I (a+ + a ) 4 

where 

(F.15) k = \ (1 - (|)"2/3). 

can be treated as a perturbation parameter for large values of e. 

The above group theoretic approach can be exploited in this case too 

by means of the one-mode realisation of the SU(1,1) generators. 
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